The man behind the microscope

Dr. Assad Mora shares his thoughts on using 3-D vision to make treatment easier and improve patient care

By Fred Michmershuizen, Managing Editor Endo Tribune

A ssidently, the MORA Interface and the MoraVision® 3D system, Assad F. Mora, DDS, MS, FACP, pioneered a new era in visualization technology by introducing the use of stereoscopic 3-D video technology for viewing the operating field in real time for performing clinical dental procedures. Mora is a graduate of Damascus University who came to the United States in the early 1970s to study prosthetics. Today, he maintains a private practice in Santa Barbara, Calif., with his wife, Kathy Patmore, an endodontist. He discussed with Dental Tribune how he became involved with microscope enhanced dentistry, the thinking behind the MoraVision 3D system, and what he sees for the future of microdentistry.

Please describe the MoraVision 3D system.

It is a digital stereoscopic microscope system that delivers to the viewer an accurate, three-dimensional depth perception in real time. It also delivers two different perspectives of the same operating field, one for the doctor and another for the assistant. The MoraVision 3D system is unique in that the assistant vision is provided as a standard configuration with the system, not an option.

What comprises the system itself?

The MoraVision System has two main components: the MoraScope® and the MoraVu 3D™. The MoraScope is made of two self-contained digital stereoscopic microscopes in one housing. It combines the powers of two zoom stereo microscopes and their high definition [HD] video cameras into one compact 5-inch cube to provide magnification levels from 0.5x to 50x. The MoraVu 3D is a real time stereoscopic display module based on two HD LCD monitors and a beam splitter.

How can MoraVision 3D help specialists and GPs provide better patient care?

The benefits of the MoraVision 3D system extend to all phases of dentistry, for specialist and GPs alike. In addition to improving the quality of dental care for the patient, it can save the back and the neck of the dentist and the assistant. It improves the quality of dental care by virtue of providing an unobstructed magnification level from 0.5x to 50x.

Dentists often first to spot eating disorders in patients

National Eating Disorders Awareness Week runs Feb. 22–28 and is sponsored by the National Eating Disorders Association to raise awareness of the dangers surrounding eating disorders and the need for early intervention and treatment. Because Delta Dental Plans Association recognizes eating disorders as a serious health care concern, it also wants to increase awareness of the potential oral health problems that can be caused by eating disorders.

An eating disorder is a complex compulsion to eat in a way that disturbs physical, mental and psychological health. The three most common eating disorders are anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and binge eating disorder. The eating may be excessive (compulsive overeating); restrictive; or may include normal eating punctuated with episodes of purging¹ (such as self-induced vomiting, use of laxatives, fasting, diuretics or diet pills²). The eating may include cycles of binging and purging, or it may encompass the ingesting of non-foods³ (such as dirt, clay or chalk⁴). Each of these disorders robs the body of adequate minerals, vitamins, proteins and other nutrients needed for good health and may cause injury to teeth, muscles and major organs⁵.

“Eating disorders have serious implications for oral health and overall health,” says Max Anderson, DDS, a national oral health advisor for Delta Dental Plans Association. “Stomach acids can damage teeth with repeated exposures during purging for those individuals with bulimia nervosa. For those individuals with anorexia nervosa, which is characterized by self-induced starvation, they may also suffer from a condition called tetracycline staining, which is caused by certain medications used to treat anorexia nervosa.”

“Oral health can be an indicator of how well the body is doing overall,” says Dr. Craig Callen as he explains how to get patients and demonstrates the techniques employed during each appointment.
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Looking ahead through a rearview mirror

By Editor in Chief David L. Hoexter, DMD, BA, FACD, FICO

This year looks to be one of decision and direction. I think we can all agree that 2008 was a year of highis and lows, wrong decisions and indecision. It was a year that really tested our trust. Sometimes we were floating on clouds and sometimes the clouds couldn’t sustain our weight and we spiraled downward. Queen Elizabeth, the pinnacle of proper English, put it best when she called 1992 “annus horribilis,” or “horrible year,” which can also be applied to 2008.

Hopefully, the new administration will bring necessary change. As a country, we became greedy and obsessed with material possessions. We were overpaid and defrauded by banks, mortgage companies, Wall Street and government leaders. Even Congress revoked protections that had previously been in place to protect the unwary consumer. Unfortunately, the subprime mortgage fallout affected the entire world. Trust was lost. Whose fault was it, the greed of the seller or the lust of the buyer? Wall Street’s “three card Monty” left a void. Business slowed and an abundance of jobs were lost. Bank mismanagement left society without future security. What about their oral health care?

The economic difficulties of 2008 were joined with hatred, uncertainty, killings and violence. In Mumbai (Bombay), India, innocent persons were slaughtered. For what reason and toward what cause did this happen? The world’s unseen enemy thrives on emotional unrest and public apathy. We are now recognizing that it thrives on emotional unrest and public apathy. It is a year in which the new administration will bring necessary change.

Myriad scientific studies have shown gum disease to be a forbearer of dire consequences to the body. As a profession, it is up to us to make sure that our patients maintain good oral health, and as a profession we have the right to be reimbursed for this service by insurance companies. How else can we detect problems and protect our patients? Gone are the days when dentistry was thought of as a nonessential service, not reimbursable. We must return to the basics of good oral health and we must be compensated.

At the same time, we must all do our part to help those less fortunate. Trudy Heller in her book, “A Daughter’s Love,” points out that lower income groups tend to eat less nutritious, cheaper foods. This leads to increased caries, poorer oral awareness and an inability to function orally. To ameliorate this situation, Heller started a free children’s dental clinic for all children in Jerusalem, Israel.

In the United States, we have record preterm, low birth weight for babies born in this country, and it is due to periodontal disease. It is essential for healthy future generations that women of child-bearing age be made aware of this and treated for periodontal disease.

We are now in 2009. The past is the past. Hope is the future and it is eternal. We must campaign to help the public become aware of the nutritional foods that are necessary for good oral health. We must help the young to acquire good oral hygiene. We can volunteer as dentists to participate this year in elementary schools and educate today’s youth on how to prevent caries and other oral problems. We should reward those who do benevolent deeds and we should plan together how to proceed.

Most importantly, we must learn to forgive, learn to listen and avoid repeating obvious errors. Plenty of you are already doing your part and plenty of you have great ideas for the future. I would like to hear from you. Please e-mail me at Drdhoexter@gmail.com and let me know your thoughts, and tell me what you are doing to help. Learn from the annus horribilis year of 2008 ... and don’t forget to brush! From Wall Street to Main Street and everywhere in between, stay up-to-date with the latest news.

About the author

Dr. David L. Hoexter (BA, DMD, FACD, FICO, FIDEC) is director of the International Academy for Dental Facial Esthetics, an organization that combines physicians and dentists with other related fields in research and relates its finding to clinical practice. He is also clinical professor in periodontics at Temple University, Philadelphia.

He was previously clinical professor in periodontics at the University of Pittsburgh. He received his degree from Tufts University, where he was an adjunct professor in periodontics. He is a Diplomate of the IAPRE and is director of the American Board of Aesthetic Dentistry.

Hoexter lectures throughout the world and has published nationally and internationally. He has been awarded 11 fellowships, including FACD, FICO and Pierre Fauchard. He maintains a practice at 654 Madison Ave., New York City, limited to periodontics, prosthodontics and aesthetic surgery. He can be reached at (212) 555-0004 or drdavidh@aol.com.
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vation, poor nutrition can affect oral health by increasing the risk for periodontal diseases.7

As many as 35 million men, women and children suffer from eating disorders in the United States. Dentists are becoming the first line of defense when it comes to spotting eating disorders in patients, according to the Academy of General Dentistry. For example, although parents may not recognize that their child is anorexic or bulimic, they are often still taking the child to a dentist on a regular schedule and the dentist may spot the oral signs of the disease.4

Bad breath, sensitive teeth and eroded tooth enamel are just a few of the signs that dentists use to determine whether a patient suffers from an eating disorder. Other signs include teeth that are worn and appear almost translucent, mouth sores, dry mouth, cracked lips, bleeding gums, and tender mouth, throat and salivary glands.6

According to the National Eating Disorders Association, studies have found up to 89 percent of bulimic patients have signs of tooth erosion due to the effects of stomach acid.7 Over time, this loss of tooth enamel can be considerable, and the teeth change color, shape and length. “Delta Dental Plans Association supports providing appropriate referral for those individuals with signs and symptoms of eating disorders and encourages those with eating disorders, or those who are caring for individuals with eating disorders, to seek care from a dental professional to manage the dental consequences of these disorders,”8 Anderson says.

The not-for-profit Delta Dental Plans Association (www.deltadental.com) based in Oak Brook, Ill., is the leading national network of independent dental service corporations specializing in providing dental benefits programs to 51 million Americans in more than 93,000 employee groups throughout the country. (Source: Delta Dental)
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Experts quarrel over mouthwash

Study in Australian dental journal pushes oral cancer debate

Daniel Zimmermann, Managing Editor Dental Tribune International

LEIPZIG, Germany: New evidence from Australia suggests that the long-term use of mouthwash containing alcohol can lead to an increased risk of developing oral cancer. The information, which was released after a scientific review was published in the Australian Dental Journal, reports on evidence that ethanol allows carcinogenic substances, such as nicotine, to permeate the lining of the mouth.

Top-selling mouthwashes contain as much as 26 percent alcohol, which is used to kill the bacteria responsible for tooth decay. It is also necessary as a solvent for different flavor oils.

Michael McCullough, associate professor of Oral Medicine at the University of Melbourne in Australia, who led the study said, “We see people with oral cancer who have no other risk factors than the use of mouthwash containing alcohol, so what we’ve done is review all the evidence. Since the article, further evidence has come out, too.”

“We believe there should be warnings. If it was a facial cream that had the effect of reducing acne but had a four- to five-fold increased risk of skin cancer, no-one would be recommending it,” he added.

The Australian government said
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Recent media controversy in Australia over the risk of oral cancer associated with the use of alcohol-containing mouthwashes can be seen as one aspect of a pervasive public health issue. Once an agent has been unequivocally established as carcinogenic to humans, exposure to that agent in any context is likely to be hazardous and, therefore, to be prevented.

Consideration of this principle in relation to alcohol-containing mouthwashes clearly illustrates one aspect of the dilemma. Specifically, in determining public health policy, how much weight should be accorded to the general findings concerning the agent in question in comparison with those findings that relate specifically to the context under consideration?

Causation of cancer from drinking alcoholic beverages is established to the point of certainty. The anatomical sites principally involved are the oral cavity and oesophagus, and risk is increased multiplicatively in smokers. However, the evidence in relation to the risk of oral cancer associated with mouthwash use is equivocal to the point that sharply differing conclusions may be drawn.

Writing in the Australian Dental Journal, McCullough and Farah, arguing from the perspective of alcohol as an established carcinogen, state: “There is now sufficient evidence to accept the proposition that developing oral cancer is increased or contributed to by the use of alcohol-containing mouthwashes.”

This differs from the conclusion by La Vecchia in Oral Oncology: “a link between mouthwash use, specifically alcohol-containing mouthwash, and oral cancer is not supported by epidemiological evidence.” La Vecchia delineates uncertainties regarding mouthwash studies generally, specifically in relation to the lack of clear evidence regarding an anticipated increased risk attributable to alcohol per se.

General agreement that a carcinogenic hazard associated with the use of alcohol-containing mouthwashes is plausible suggests that cautionary advice should be given to those making long-term use of these products. However, present uncertainty would not justify warning labels or restricted sales of mouthwashes, especially with reference to current public health standards concerning availability of alcoholic beverages.

**About the author**

Bernhard Stewart is currently working as a professor in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia. He can be reached at Bernard.Stewart@sesiahs.health.nsw.gov.au.
A picture is worth a thousand words. A stereoscopic 3-D picture is worth a thousand pictures, and a stereoscopic 3-D video is worth a thousand 3-D pictures. The amount of visual information that can be conveyed through stereoscopic video is enormous. It does not leave anything to speculation and imagination. Live 3-D video is an effective tool for reducing patient anxiety. Empowering the patient with visual information produces a more educated patient who is more cooperative, motivated, appreciative and who takes ownership of their problem. Visually educating the staff increases their competence. Communication with colleagues with referral information using stereoscopic clinical visual records can convey the most comprehensive picture of the clinical condition with accuracy and completeness unmatched by any other method.
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Where do you see microscope dentistry going in the next five to 10 years? Emerging technologies can play a significant role in advancing the principles of microsurgery and microdentistry and gain acceptance by a larger segment of practicing dentists. By bringing the comfort of posture-independent stereoscopic vision, ease of use, a short learning curve and ease of documentation to microscope magnification, the profession should find it more compelling to adopt this new paradigm for improving the standards of dental care, for both the patient and the treating team. Also, bringing real-time stereoscopic video vision and simplified stereoscopic documentation to clinical dental education can create a new paradigm in teaching. Change will come to the profession when the compelling evidence is accepted based on a perceived need assessment. It will only come when the time is right.

If you could send one key message to dentists and specialists, what would it be? The microscope is not the end. It is the means to challenging the status quo and achieving a higher quality of patient care. Constant decisions are made every second during exams and treatments based on visual feedback. To drive the point home please allow me to use the following example: An image made of 20-by-30 pixels has 600 pixels, or 600 points of information. The same image made of 200-by-300 pixels has 60,000 pixels or 60,000 points of information. The second image is considered 10 times larger than the first image. Or, the first image has 1 percent of the information present in the second image. Could it be that if we were not working with 10x magnification, we are then working with 1 percent of the information that could be available to us? When performing a dental operation, clinical decisions have to be made constantly. Visual feedback is the main source of information upon which clinical decisions are made. Dentistry has been and will continue to be an assumption-based endeavor. The closer our assumptions are to reality, the better will be our decisions leading to more successful outcomes.

You can’t diagnose or treat what you can’t see. You don’t know what you can’t see, and you can’t see what you don’t know.
Four ways to increase case acceptance

By Roger Levin, DDS

‘A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity; an optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty.’ — Winston Churchill

Everyone wants 2009 to be a better year than 2008. Well, here’s how: improve your system for presenting treatment to patients — especially larger need-based and elective cases. When I say that to dentists at my Total Practice Success™ seminars, a few attendees will inevitably respond, “I’m doing everything I can, but nothing seems to work. About the same percentage of patients accept treatment year-to-year no matter what I do.”

This is when I start asking questions about their case presentations:

◗ Is your team involved? Does your hygienist regularly educate patients about all practice services?
◗ Do you emphasize patient benefits right from the get-go?
◗ How up-to-date are your marketing materials? Do they promote all of your services, especially cosmetic dentistry and implants?
◗ Do you offer flexible financial options to every patient?

As you can probably guess, the majority of the responses are in the negative. That’s because most people, including dentists, have difficulty accurately evaluating their performance. We all want to believe that we’re doing the best that we can. Of course, we often are, but sometimes we are not. Admittedly, changing can be difficult. It often takes a major event, such as the worst economy since the Great Depression, to shake us out of our complacency. While the past several months have certainly been a wake-up call, this is no time to dwell on the negative. We’re starting a new year — a time brimming with possibilities — so, let’s focus on the one indisputable fact that I can’t emphasize enough to dentists everywhere: Your practice is the best investment you ever made.

Now is the time to re-invest in your practice by improving your system for case presentation. Levin Group helps our clients increase case acceptance with a systematized approach called Greenlight Case Presentation. These four “green light” action steps can help you do the same.

Promote comprehensive dentistry

Successful practices take a long-term view of patients’ oral health. Most patients are potential candidates for any number of traditional and elective procedures, yet too many practices take a shortsighted view and focus exclusively on the patients’ current needs and treatment. Yes, practices should address a patient’s immediate concerns, but there also should be a focus on lifelong dentistry that takes a comprehensive view of the patient’s dental future needs and wants. Fortunately, a high percentage of dental appointments are still single-tooth treatments. Offering comprehensive care to all patients can result in a significant increase in production and profitability.

Focus on benefits right from the start

Dentists love the technical aspects of treatment, but most patients couldn’t care less. They just want to know how treatment will benefit them. Let’s take implants, for example. Patients want to hear how implants will improve their smile, prevent bone loss, increase their quality of life, etc. It’s not that clinical explanations should be avoided entirely, but it’s just that they should be de-emphasized. Save technical details for later in the case presentation, and keep them to a minimum unless the patient asks specific questions. Remember, patients generally have one thing in mind: “What’s in it for me?” Only by focusing on benefits can patients become truly motivated. Without motivation, it’s doubtful patients will move forward with treatment.

Educate patients

Just as billion-dollar corporations run the same TV commercials repeatedly to create product awareness, a practice must also educate patients about all of its services multiple times during each and every visit. Case presentation shouldn’t be solely the doctor’s responsibility, each team member must do his or her part to educate and motivate patients about practice services. In addition, marketing materials — brochures, posters, infomercials on monitors, etc. — should be featured in patient areas throughout the practice.

Present flexible financial options

Practices can dramatically increase case acceptance by offering a broad array of financial options to all patients. Many doctors make the mistake of assuming which patients may or may not be able to afford certain cases. Case acceptance dramatically increases when patients see the value in the recommended treatment and are presented with a variety of flexible financial options that suit their budget. Levin Group recommends that practices use these options:

◗ 5 percent discount for full payment in advance for larger cases, credit cards, half upfront, half before completion of treatment, outside or third-party financing.

Conclusion

Case acceptance drives practice success. These four action steps can help you and your team get more patients to say “yes” to recommended treatment. Combat a tough economy by increasing your case acceptance and give the green light to more success in 2009!

Dental Tribune readers are entitled to receive a 20 percent courtesy on the Levin Group’s Total Practice Success™ Seminar held for all general dentists on May 28 & 29 in Nashville. To register and receive your discount, call (888) 973-0090 and mention “Dental Tribune” or email customerservice@levingroup.com with “Dental Tribune TIPS” in the subject line.

About the author

Dr. Roger P. Levin is chairman and chief executive officer of Levin Group, the leading dental practice management firm. Levin Group provides clients with Total Practice Success, the premier comprehensive consulting solution based on the implementation of high-performance systems. A third-generation dentist, Levin is one of the profession’s most sought-after speakers, bringing his Total Practice Success Seminars to thousands of dentists and dental professionals each year.
An interview with Donato Napoletano, DMD, who says scopes have ‘transformed’ his practice

By Fred Michermshuizen, Managing Editor Endo Tribune

Donato Napoletano, DMD, started his general dental practice in 1988 in his hometown of Middletown, N.Y. From the very beginning, his practice has focused on three key philosophies: prevention, early diagnosis and minimally invasive intervention whenever possible.

To achieve his goals, Napoletano has always relied upon the best technology available. He uses CAD/CAM systems to design and fabricate all-porcelain restorations, and he uses lasers in diagnosing and treating carious lesions early, in removing soft tissue lesions, and in treating moderate to advanced chronic periodontitis in patients who desire an alternative means of therapy to conventional surgery. But Napoletano says the most important tool in his technological arsenal, by far, is the dental operating microscope.

“I use a microscope with just about every patient I examine or treat,” Napoletano says. “In addition to enhancing the use of other technologies I use, the microscope also helps to enhance and augment just about all aspects of dental practice that I can think of, including patient management and patient education.”

Napoletano, who is so excited about his microscopes that he offers a dental microscopy course for fellow restorative dentists, spent some time recently discussing microscopes with Dental Tribune.

How long have you been using microscopes? What can they do?

I have been using the dental operating microscope for over five years now, and I consider it to be the most valuable piece of technology I use. This equipment has truly transformed the way I practice dentistry in ways I never imagined. I currently have six microscopes, one in each of my six operatories. They are ceiling-mounted Global Surgical G-6 models, which offer six steps of magnification. All of my microscopes have SLR digital cameras and live video cameras attached to them. The video feed, which is directly connected to the operatory, computes and bridges to my practice management software so that images can be easily captured and stored in the patient’s chart.

How does having microscopes in your practice enable you to provide better patient care?

The microscopes give me increased precision and a higher level of confidence that all decay has been removed. When utilizing lasers, the microscope is very helpful in better observing laser-tissue interactions. Most importantly, however, the microscope enables me to better diagnose problems early and effectively communicate these problems to patients so that they are better able to accept treatment recommendations. The key to offering patients better care is first getting them to agree to it, which, as we all know, can be challenging with some patients, especially if they are new to the practice or are not currently experiencing any symptoms.

What other advantages do the scopes give you?

One of the most significant advantages to the operator is improved ergonomics through better posture. This enables the clinician to operate more comfortably for longer periods of time without breaks. This...
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obviously improves one’s level of efficiency and productivity because more treatment can be provided in fewer visits. This has also helped increase new patient referrals.

Have you recouped your investment in this equipment yet? If not, when do you plan to?

The funny thing for me was that I never acquired the microscope with any preconceived expectation of an investment return in mind, as I honestly believed they did not have any. To my surprise, however, my earlier beliefs regarding return on investment could not have turned out to be more wrong. There are many factors that contribute to the realization of investment return, but the most evident are increased visualization and having the ability to efficiently document and share what is observed with patients prior to, during and after treatment. Both of these factors result in an increased level of patient communication, increased patient confidence and, most importantly, increased level of trust established in much shorter time periods. All of these factor byproducts ultimately lead to increased case acceptance, which in turn can produce a significant return on investment.

Is there a long learning curve? Are any training opportunities available?

The amount of time required to fully integrate microscopes into a practice is obviously going to vary among practitioners. Without proper training, the time required into fully integrate a microscope into practice will no doubt be longer for some, and others may not integrate them at all. The only bad technology is technology that is not being used to its fullest potential or, worse yet, not used at all.

I am very dedicated and passionate in helping other restorative dentists discover the many advantages and benefits to dental microscopy through education and hands-on training programs utilizing mannequins and microscopes in an operatory setting. My dental microscopy course for restorative dentists is designed for new users, but it is not restricted to microscope owners. Dentists who are undecided about whether or not a microscope will work for them can benefit too in that it allows them an opportunity to explore and practice before they buy.

Donato Napoletano, DMD, graduated from Boston University Dental School in 1987 and has been in private practice in Middletown, N.Y., since 1988. He can be reached by e-mail at Donato@DonatoDental.com or by phone at (845) 342-6444. For information regarding upcoming courses on dental microscopy, visit www.donatodentalsystems.com.
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New York City welcomed the world of dentistry at the 2008 Greater New York Dental Meeting

Plans for 2009 are even bigger

More than 57,000 dentists, their families and staffs, and members of the dental trade attended the 84th annual Greater New York Dental Meeting (GNYDM). The 2008 meeting featured an impressive array of unique new programs both on and off the exhibit floor, and seminars and workshops that were well attended. Attendees were able to try out the most innovative technologies and learn from some of the world’s most acclaimed health care professionals; all while enjoying New York City, beautifully decorated for the Thanksgiving-Christmas holiday season.

As the largest dental congress and exposition in the United States, the Greater New York Meeting feels it has an obligation to its exhibitors and attendees to excel in hosting a conference that showcases the most important and procedures modern dentistry has to offer. Dr. Robert Edwah, the GNYDM’s executive director, insists that new and innovative programs are constantly created and developed to ensure that the GNYDM delivers the best conference possible. To that effect, many new programs were instituted at the 2008 meeting.

Among the numerous new programs, and perhaps one of the most successful endeavors of 2008, was the addition of the “Live Dentistry Arena.” This revolutionary concept in dental conventions took place right on the show floor at no cost to attendees. For the first time ever, participants had the unique experience of watching first-hand as world-renowned dentists performed procedures on actual patients. TV monitors were strategically placed around the 300-seat arena so attendees could watch up-close while clinicians performed groundbreaking procedures using the latest innovations in dental technology.

The meeting offered eight three-hour sessions on seven different topics: anterior composites; endodontics; immediate implants and temporization; implant insertion; laminate insertion; laminate preparation; and mini posterior composites. Participants learned techniques to upgrade their skills and gained evidence-based knowledge of how dentistry is evolving.

Also new to the conference last year was “Greater New York Smiles.” Children from all five New York City boroughs traveled from their local schools to convene on the Greater New York Dental Meeting’s exhibition area in the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center. There they received nutrition information and oral hygiene instruction in a fun child-friendly atmosphere. This entertaining educational program emphasized the importance of oral care in a way the children understood and showcased step-by-step tooth care utilizing proper brushing techniques.

Sinks were set up so that the children had the opportunity to practice their newly learned oral hygiene skills while dental hygiene personnel supervised. Each child went home with a “goody bag” of dental treats and lots of newly acquired knowledge on how to properly care for their teeth and gums. Local television station Fox 5 News filmed and broadcasted the event on their evening news segment and made it available to affiliates throughout the country.

Once again, the Greater New York Dental Meeting offered an unparalleled educational program, featuring some of the most highly regarded educators in the field of dentistry. There was a choice of full-day seminars, half-day seminars, as well as hands-on workshops and several other exciting educational programs. Additionally, workshops held within glass-enclosed areas on the exhibit floor ran simultaneously and covered a broad spectrum of up-to-date, hands-on procedures. These four unique classrooms were constructed with walls made of plexiglass so that anyone walking by on the exhibit floor could easily look in and see the dental products being used inside the workshops.

The 2008 Greater New York Dental Meeting was proud to partner with Align Technology to hold its first Annual Educational Expo – Invisalign Greater New York Educational Expo – which offered eight different programs that enabled dental teams to learn the logistics of tooth alignment with Invisalign from some of the finest clinicians in the world. With the popularity of Invisalign growing so rapidly, the 2008 meeting featured four full days of Invisalign programming that attracted over 1,200 registrants.

Zahn Dental Expo was another new program on the 2008 exhibit floor. As a division of Schein Dental, Zahn hosted its first ever Laboratory Technicians Extravaganza, which featured the latest technology plus educational programming.

With the resounding success of all the new programs instituted in 2008, the Greater New York Dental Meeting has already begun working to enhance its 2009 convention with the intent of bringing in even more attendees from the U.S. and many other countries. More seminars, workshops and many other exciting new programs will be unveiled at the 2009 meeting. Plans are already well under way to add another Live Dentistry Arena as well as two additional glass classrooms to the redesigned exhibit floor. Greater New York Smiles will also be back in 2009 to continue its mission of educating even more children on the importance of proper oral hygiene and nutrition.

Be sure to check the meeting’s Web site, www.gnydm.com, for information and updates on this year’s courses and all the other exciting new programs offered at the 2009 meeting. Remember, there is never a pre-registration fee.

Mark your calendar for Nov. 27 to Dec. 2 to be a part of the excitement of the 2009 Greater New York Dental Meeting and experience all that New York has to offer! For additional information, please contact the Greater New York Dental Meeting at 570 Seventh Ave., Suite 800, New York, N.Y., 10018-1806; Tel. (212) 598-6922; Fax (212) 598-6934; e-mail info@gnydm.com.
Who is this Dentist and why is he telling the harsh truth about recession economy marketing and sales (case acceptance) in YOUR practice?

He’ll probably make you MAD, especially if you are a generalist or specialized with advanced training. Mad enough to question your entire belief system about marketing and case acceptance in implant dentistry and the value of advanced training if you can’t find the patients who need your skills the most and who are willing to pay for advanced treatments. HELL DESTROY EVERY SUGAR COATED FALLACY BEING PREACHED AT THE MAJOR MARKETING TRAINING EVENTS. He is challenged to re-think every aspect of your marketing and sales systems in your practice. He’ll even make you LAUGH OUT LOUD once you’re an insider hearing the UNVARNISHED TRUTH that exposes the nonsense so-called “experts” express in throw away journals. (Those “Management & Sales Experts” that blather from podiums even though they never took advanced implant CE, have zero clinical credentials, never treated a full mouth case, and had a successful practice, whose last case presentation was B.C. (before composites), or aren’t even dentists)! A successful clinician whose cases average over $38,600 per patient, Dr. James McAnally has taught dentists in over 40 countries and 6 continents how to supercharge and systematize their marketing and case acceptance (sales) process for complex care patients (implants, reconstructions, sedation, cosmetics). At any given time, only 5 dozen Elite dentists on the planet are admitted to his top level Programs where each invest $15K-$25K per year for success with the marketing and sales for complex dental cases. His frustration at the ‘elephant in the operatory’ being completely ignored by manufacturers, labs, equipment vendors, universities, and advanced CE providers on how to find patients need complex care and those willing to pay for it has brought forward the marketing and sales book only James would dare write, revealing the dark underbelly of MOST myths circulating in the profession, and presenting very specific, radical but proven strategies for maximizing the success at marketing and sales for full mouth cases for any doctor that needs his blunt truths. In the current great recession, only dentists with access to these powerful MARKETING AND SALES secrets will maximize their cases going to treatment, help more patients with serious problems, remain independent of insurance constraints and experience high levels of PROFIT. If you’re a ‘milk-toast’ dentist with no backbone or are simply too “professional” to use effective marketing and sales help patients who really need advanced care, you’ll hate James. But if you’d welcome a fresh, frank voice encouraging and empowering you to get more return on your marketing dollars and to get the insider’s truth on what “sells” major dental treatment plans, you’ll be thrilled to have discovered him. His very unorthodox dental business book reveals how to get better results in one year of marketing then in the previous 10 years combined. Every month over 26,000 dentists worldwide devour his newsletters and e-letters. The most successful dentists take his concepts and elevate their success to even higher levels. As a trusted management, marketing and sales advisor to the most successful Elite Dentists, James commands $14,997 for his single day sales and marketing practice makeovers. HE’LL DARE YOU to think differently and more creatively about your marketing and case acceptance system possibilities AND PRESENT THE TOUGH-MINDED, PRAGMATIC STRATEGIES NECESSARY to make the grand and exciting ideas real. TKO the Recession with “The Gloves Off Guide to The Biggest Marketing Secrets in Reconstructive Dentistry” today!

FREE BOOK Gives Dentists with Advanced Training Success in ANY Economy

Order Dr. McAnally’s $85,000 Case Presentation Secrets CD for $147 (40% off the full price of $247.00) by February 27th and get $283.95 in FREE Recessions Fighting Tools! This uncensored recording of a $85,000 implant case presentation that went to YES contains a frank discussion of what made the case go forward. Dentists worldwide gain acceptance on $30K-$50K cases by just listening. Guaranteed to boost acceptance for EVERY type of case.

Who Else Wants to ‘TKO’ the Great Recession in 2009?

During the Current Recession, The Most Elite Dentists are Investing in Their Case Acceptance and Marketing Skills. Are You?

“Every journey starts with a first step, and Dr. McAnally’s book will let that first step for marketing be a giant leap for your professional satisfaction and security.”

Dr. Jerry Niznick, Inventor & Prosthodontist (www.ImplantDirect.com)

“Finally a book about how to get complex cases. Dentistry’s needed this book for decades and finally it has it.”

Dr. Larry Brooks, CEO (www.Smile-Vision.net)

“James’ book could have easily been title What They Forgot to Teach You in Dental School. Finally, a book written from the trenches…..”

Bill Glazer, Glazer-Kennedy Insider’s Circle (www.DanKennedy.com)

“The first presentation where James’ told his marketing and case acceptance insider secrets, resulted in two cases over $50,000 being closed in my practice.”

Dr. Wes Moore, Fellow, ICOI

YES! James, I Want to “TKO the Recession” for My Practice! Send Me the Case Presentation CD for only $147 +S/H (40% off the $247 regular price) and My FREE Recessions Fighting Tools—The FREE Book & 2 FREE Months of the Gold Elite Does Strategies™ Letter; All Written Just for Dentists Like Me with Advanced Skills. I Understand My Investment is Tax Deductible and Fully Guaranteed!

Reserve at: BigCaseMarketing.com/dt1 or Call 206-438-2824

FREE!!

TKO Deadline (James’s birthday) Feb. 27th, 2009

FREE!!
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tooth surface

all-in-one!

Topex® ReNew™ is the one-step solution to treat sensitivity, remineralize tooth structure and combat difficult root caries.

- Treats the cause of sensitivity for long-lasting relief
- Prescription-strength 5,000 PPM fluoride coupled with NovaMin® occludes tubules for immediate sensitivity relief
- Professional-strength remineralization – Topex® ReNew™ protects against root caries and remineralizes tooth structure for complete protection… even in compromised saliva

Gentle, yet powerful dentifrice – effectively cleans teeth but won’t damage restorations

Better patient compliance – With Topex® ReNew™ your patient doesn’t need to brush twice. ReNew™ takes the place of separate prescription fluoride pastes and remineralizing pastes with one, great-tasting formula

The only one that’s all-in-one.

Now, one toothpaste takes the place of two products!

All-in-one! Topex® ReNew™ is the one-step solution to treat sensitivity, remineralize tooth structure and combat difficult root caries.

Treats the cause of sensitivity for long-lasting relief – Prescription-strength 5,000 PPM fluoride coupled with NovaMin® occludes tubules for immediate sensitivity relief

Professional-strength remineralization – Topex® ReNew™ protects against root caries and remineralizes tooth structure for complete protection… even in compromised saliva

Gentle, yet powerful dentifrice – effectively cleans teeth but won’t damage restorations

Better patient compliance – With Topex® ReNew™ your patient doesn’t need to brush twice. ReNew™ takes the place of separate prescription fluoride pastes and remineralizing pastes with one, great-tasting formula

Visit Booth #1607 at the Chicago Midwinter Meeting to take advantage of this special offer.

THE ONLY ONE THAT’S ALL-IN-ONE.
Welcome to the Windy City!

**What’s cookin’?**

Hopefully, you are lucky enough to have a friend in Chicago who can steer you in the right direction when it comes to finding someplace to eat. If you are not so lucky, well, here are a few suggestions for you.

**Alinea: 1723 N. Halsted**

Noted as one of the best restaurants in the nation, this local hotspot offers meals with 12 or 24 courses that will broaden your experience through unique textures, temperatures and tastes using familiar ingredients.

**Bongo Room: 1152 S. Wabash Ave.**

It’s hip, it’s colorful and it’s a coffee house that makes excellent breakfasts with a little creative twist. Brunch menu on the weekends.

**Chicago Chop House: 60 W. Ontario**

Great food at affordable prices at this steakhouse. The three owners are always on-site. There’s a picture of every mayor of Chicago on the walls (even City Hall doesn’t have them all!).

**Costa’s: 340 S. Halsted St.**

It’s all Greek here — well, Mediterranean and European too — and comes to you within very elegant surroundings and a little piano music to dine by.

**Dee’s Mandarin: 1114 Armitage Ave.**

Chinese (Mandarin and Szechuan) and Japanese cuisine (sushi bar) in one place with comfortable booths and a fireplace.

**Harry Caray’s Italian Steakhouse: 33 W. Kinzie St.**

Great service, menu classics done right and big desserts. All served up with a song by patrons (no kidding!). Named in honor of the sportscaster, Harry Caray.

**MK The Restaurant: 868 N. Franklin St.**

Contemporary American cuisine combined with stellar service, amazing desserts … need I go on?

**Morton’s, The Steakhouse: 1050 N. Michigan Ave.**

French cuisine. Here, a jacket is preferred.

**The Original Gino’s East of Chicago: 633 N. Wells St.**

Chicago-style pizza that has people lining up around the corner even though the dining room seats 500. Some say it’s the best pizza in town.

**Tiffin: 2336 W. Devon Ave.**

Indian cuisine for the carnivore and the vegetarian with impeccable service.

**What’s doin’?**

As in, what are you doing if you are not at the convention center? There is a lot to do in Chicago and here are our top suggestions.

**John Hancock Center: 875 N. Michigan Avenue**

The 12th tallest building in the world tops out at 100 floors. The building is home to private residencies, a hotel, an ice rink, a post office, business offices, radio and television facilities, restaurants and shops. Visit the 95th and 96th floors to see the well-known Signature room, and there’s an observation deck that is popular as well.

**Sears Tower Skydeck: 233 W. Wacker Drive**

Get a bird’s eye view here from the 103rd floor, and if the sky is clear you’ll be able to see 40 to 50 miles (and you can use the high-magnification of telescopes for a closer look at things). Unfortunately, the 105th floor is undergoing some renovation, so you’ll have to visit the 99th floor Skydeck, but the view is just as impressive. The building stands 1,454 feet high.

**Navy Pier: 600 E. Grand Ave.**

Built in 1916 to service freighters, provide transportation to other Great Lakes cities and for recreation, the pier has since been revitalized and it is a center for conventions, cultural events and various recreation activities as well.

**Art Institute of Chicago: 111 S. Michigan Ave.**

A very diverse collection that often draws people for its Impressionist collection that boasts the highest number of Monet’s paintings in any one location.

**Field Museum of Natural History: 1400 S. Lake Shore Dr.**

This nine-acre marble museum houses a cornucopia of historical delights. Enormous columns define the boldness the architect sought for the building’s structure. The galleries are flooded with natural light. Say hi to Sue, the Tyrannosaurus rex skeleton while you are there. Sue is the largest and best preserved fossil skeleton of her kind in the world, and she cost the museum $84 million.

**Chicago Botanic Garden, 1000 Lake Cook Rd., Glencoe**

Again, this is a bit of a drive from the city, some 25 miles to be exact. The 400-acre preserve is a worthy destination though: giant topiaries, Japanese gardens, and some 20 other specialty gardens. Check out the Bee Line, which is a glass case that is home to 100,000 pollinating bees.

**Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, 220 E. Chicago Ave.**

After the addition of a new facility in 1996, the museum is now officially the nation’s largest museum of contemporary art. Its collection includes not only paintings but also photography and sculpture, as well as music and performance art. The sculpture garden itself is over an acre in size and the combined indoor exhibition floors feature more than 7,000 objects.

**John G. Shedd Aquarium, 1200 S. Lake Shore Dr.**

Marine mammals from the Pacific Northwest, such as beluga whales and sea otters, have a home here in the Oceanarium. The aquarium is the largest of its kind and boasts freshwater and saltwater exhibits. There is also a colony of Penguins at the popular Flickland Islands exhibit.
EXPERIENCE E4D LIVE!

E4D at Chicago Midwinter Booths #233 and #433

For more information about E4D
CALL 1-800-645-6594 (U.S.A.)
1-800-737-5029 (Canada)
or visit www.d4dtech.com
Henry Schein Professional Practice Transitions partners with Dental Tribune America

Henry Schein Professional Practice Transitions (HSPPT) is proud to announce its partnership with Dental Tribune America by providing valuable and timely articles on practice purchases and sales. Planning and preparation are vital to every dentist’s successful career transition, and ongoing practice operations and profitability until that transition happens. HSPPT’s unmatched nationwide network of regional offices and contacts offers the most extensive knowledge for dentists on practice transition issues, financing and nationwide listings.

In 2009 and going forward, it is more important than ever that dentists deal with experienced and industry-specific dental transition specialists. Dental practice transitions have always been more about goodwill than tangible assets — in reality, a buyer is purchasing the “custodianship” of patient files. This is the most valuable part of any practice transition. Whether dentists use an unqualified or inexperienced practice transition consultant, or attempt to plan and implement a transition themselves without the use of a professional, most dentists face delays and challenges that range from finding a qualified buyer to finding financing that doesn’t require the seller to subordinate or guarantee a buyer’s loan. And this does not include the potential mistakes made, ultimately costing the dentist tens of thousands of dollars.

Heralding this partnership and the benefits Dental Tribune readers will reap from it, National Director of Transition Services for Henry Schein Professional Practice Transitions Dr. Eugene W. Heller answers a few questions that have been on many dentists’ minds.

Given the current economic climate, what changes do you see in the dental practice sales market?

While I cannot speak for the practice transition industry as a whole, for Henry Schein Professional Practice Transitions, 2008 was a record year, including the fourth quarter while all the bad economic news was occurring. It is attributed to the size and experience of our nationwide team as well as our track record in facilitating financing for practice transitions. Different doctors have different time frames. No one — certainly not buyers or sellers — is immune from the stock market and the general economy. As a result of losses sustained, some dentists are postponing execution of their exit plans, which has resulted in steady or even increasing practice sales for those still willing to sell. Other dentists, having provided for their retirement through careful planning, have had minimal effects from their retirement plans losses, and see the current practice sale market place as an unprecedented opportunity to receive the maximum value possible for their practice. The needs of buyers and new dental graduates have not been changed by the economy nor have the advantages of buying an existing practice changed. And despite the headlines, most of our credit worthy buyers, using HSPPT’s available financing resources, are having no problem securing the necessary financing.

What are you doing as a division to help your customers get through these economic times?

Valuations of dental practices are a function of earnings. There are different ways to work with sellers based on the different stages they are individually at in their transition planning. Some sellers want to “sell now” if they have a qualified buyer through a role reversal where the seller becomes the associate for the buyer. Another means of capturing some of the practice equity while maintaining control and the benefits of ownership involves a partial sale now with details of the future total sale carefully laid out at the time of the first half sale.

What do you think a dentist really needs to know about transitions?

All dentists will either leave ownership by design or default. It is truly never too early to plan and design a transition. The earlier a dentist lays out his or her transition, the sooner he or she can begin “preparing the practice” for transition. These preparation steps not only increase the value of the practice and enhance its salability, but also increase the practice’s profits until the transition occurs. Dentists need to know what a practice valuation does and why they should have it. The ultimate purpose of a current practice valuation is the same as life or disability insurance — to protect their families. Practice transition consultants do so much more than answer the question, “If I want to sell my practice right now, how much can I get and how fast can I sell?”

Why did you decide to work with Dental Tribune?

Dental Tribune America has really set itself apart from other publications in the industry and proven that its publications are a reliable source of timely news and information for the general practitioner to specialist alike. The layout and content is highly readable and applicable to a practitioner’s daily life.

What benefits do you see by publishing in Dental Tribune?

There is more to being a dentist than just dealing with people’s teeth. Dentists are entrepreneurs and business owners who need to know the ins and outs of running a business. Despite optimal clinical training, the business aspect of their career received minimal emphasis during dental school. Henry Schein Professional Practice Transitions has a wealth of knowledge to share with dentists and we feel our partnership with Dental Tribune America is the perfect vehicle to accomplish that. Even if a dentist does not utilize our transition services during his or her own practice transition, we hope the information we share here will help other practitioners make good choices while avoiding costly mistakes.

Future editions of Dental Tribune will feature a series of articles on dental practice transitions as well as informative dialogue regarding this important topic.

About HSPPT

Dr. Eugene W. Heller is a 1976 graduate of the Marquette University School of Dentistry. He has been involved in transition consulting since 1985 and left private practice in 1990 to pursue practice management and practice transition consulting on a full-time basis. He has lectured extensively to both state dental associations and numerous dental schools. Dr. Heller is presently the national director of Transition Services for Henry Schein Professional Practice Transitions. For further information, please call (800) 750-8883 or send an e-mail to hspp@henryschein.com.
ILOISSo
Chicago—3 Ops, Condus available for purchase #22108
Chicago—8 Ops - 3 Equipped #22114
Chicago—3 Ops practice for sale #22108
Chicago—14 Ops, $2 Million specialty office, On site lab #22121
Chicago—Established Practice Looking for Dentist #22122
Kase County—Practice, building also available for purchase #22115
Naperville—5 Ops, 4,000 sq. ft., GR over 1 Million #22120
Rockford Area—3 Ops solid practice. Very good net #22118
Western Cook County—4 Ops producing $770K annually #22117
Chicago—GR $350K #22119
CONTACT: Al Brown @ 800-668-0729
INDIANA
Indiana—GR $450K #21529
Southern Indiana—4 Ops, GR $325K, 3 day work week #21505
St. Joseph County—GR $400K on 3 1/2 work week #21508
CONTACT: Al Brown @ 800-668-0729
KENTUCKY
Eastern Kentucky—3 Ops, Growth Potential. #21501
We have qualified BUYERS...
Associateships, Equity Buy-In Opportunities...
Valuations on existing Practices...
We have qualified BUYERS.
CONTACT: Al Brown @ 800-668-0729
MAINE
Auburn—Looking for Assoc. GR $2 Million #21511
Lewiston—GP plan real estate, state of the art office #21510
CONTACT: Dr. Peter Goldberg @ 617-680-2930
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston—2 Ops, 2 Hygiene, GR $50K #21516
Lowell—GR $400K #21516
Somerville—GR $700K
South Shore Area—3 Ops, GR $350K #21511
Steuben—5 Ops #21505
CONTACT: Dr. Peter Goldberg @ 617-680-2930
MICHIGAN
Suburban Detroit—2 Ops, 1 Hygiene, GR $525K #21505
Farmington Hills—4 Ops—1 Equipped, 1,700 sq. ft., GR $462K #21506
Grand Rapids Kentwood Area—3 Ops, Building available. #21502
CONTACT: Jim Puckett @ 800-668-0729
MINNESOTA
Bloomington—Looking for an associate Friday and Saturday #21501
Cove Wing County—4 Ops #21504
Hastings—Nice suburban practice with 3 Ops #21503
CONTACT: Mike Minor @ 612-961-2132
NEBRASKA
Associateships, Equity Buy-In Opportunities...
Valuations on existing Practices...
We have qualified BUYERS.
CONTACT: Dr. Peter Goldberg @ 617-680-2930
NEVADA
Carson City—5 Ops, 2 Hygiene, 2,200 sq. ft., GR $1 Mill #21505
CONTACT: Dr. Peter Goldberg @ 800-519-3458
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Rockingham County—2 Ops, Home/Office #21512
Southern N.H.-Seacoast Area—3 Ops, GR $40K, 16 years #21510
CONTACT: Dr. Peter Goldberg @ 617-680-2930
NEW YORK
Jersey City—2 Ops, GR $212K, 2 days a week #21507
Marlboro—Associate positions available #21503
CONTACT: Sharen Masclini @ 617-386-6010
New York—3 Ops fully equipped #21501
CONTACT: Dr. Peter Goldberg @ 617-680-2930
MIXED STATES
We have qualified BUYERS...
Associateships, Equity Buy-In Opportunities...
Valuations on existing Practices...
We have qualified BUYERS.
CONTACT: Dr. Peter Goldberg @ 617-680-2930
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte—5 Ops - 5 Equipped #21512
Fort Bragg—5 Ops, 1,000 sq. ft. from Res. #21510
Near Pinehurst—3 Ops, GR in 2007 $575K #21512
New Hanover Cty, Coastal Area—4 Ops #21512
New Hanover Cty, Coastal Area, Growing. #21513
Raleigh Area—4 Ops - 3 Equipped #21528
Raleigh, Cary, Durham—Dentist looking to purchase #21512
Waxhaw—2 Ops, High end office #21512
Wake County—Beautiful Courting Edge Digital Office #21519
Wax Country—GR $21514
Wilson County—5 Ops, 50 minutes east of Raleigh #21524
Wilson County—6 Ops, 50 minutes east of Raleigh #21523
SUBURBAN Kennesaw—Hardie Parker @ 919-948-5535
NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck—3 Ops #21501
CONTACT: Mike Minor @ 612-961-2132
OHIO
Akron—Excellent Opportunity, 6 days of Hygiene #44141
Columbus—4 Ops #44125
Darke County—55 yr, GR $550K #44159
Darke County—10 Ops, Association with buy-in option #44121
Northeast—2 Yr. Old Facility, State of Art Tech. GR $580K #44143
North of Dayton—15 days of hygiene/wk #44124
South of Dayton—4,000 sq. ft., GR $3 Million Plan #44145
Toledo—2 Ops, GR $235K, Est. in 1988 #44147
CONTACT: John Jonson @ 937-957-6057
PENNSYLVANIA
Beaver County—Ortho practice. #47118
Dubois County—Gr over 1,100K, Sale price $178K #47113
Harrisburg—3 Ops, GR $580K, Listed at $200K #47120
Lancaster County—Associate positions available #47116
Mon Valley Area—Practice and building for sale #47114
Pittsburgh Area—High-Tech, GR $425K #47135
Pittsburgh—4 Ops, over GR $1M, 70 Miles Outside Pittsburgh—4 Ops, GR $1 Million #47117
Robinson Township Area—GR $400K #47107
Somerset County—3 Ops, 2006 GR $375K, #47112
Southside & Downtown Pittsburgh—2 practices for sale. #47110
West Chester—3 Ops, 10 years old, asking $225K #47134
CONTACT: PA East: Sharon Mascini @ 610-538-1905
CONTACT: Mike Cole @ 610-852-6931
PENNSYLVANIA
Southern Rhode Island—2 Ops, GR $750K #48102
CONTACT: Jim Cole @ 404-513-1573
SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston Area—8 Ops fully equipped #49101
Columbia—7 Ops, GR $867K #49102
CONTACT: Jim Cole @ 404-513-1573
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga—For sale #51106
Elizabethton—GR $400K #51107
Greeneville—GR $500K, in a 3-day work week #51106
Loudon—GR $500K, #51108
Spring Hill—4 Ops, Fast-growing town #51103
Wesley—5 Ops #51105
CONTACT: Bob Anderson @ 804-640-2573
VERMONT
Associateships, Equity Buy-In Opportunities...
Valuations on existing Practices...
We have qualified BUYERS.
CONTACT: Dr. Peter Goldberg @ 617-680-2930
WISCONSIN
Southern Western WI—12 miles from Dubuque, IA. #58115
CONTACT: Dr. Peter Goldberg @ 800-730-8883
Adding light increases depth of field, contrast and overall visibility. See it even better with.

**Brightest**

**LED DayLite™**
Bright white adjustable LED
(0 - 9500 footcandles)
30% brighter than competitors,
Brighter than fiber optics

**Lightest**

**LED DayLite Mini™**
Smallest, lightest (less than ½ oz.)
Bright white adjustable LED
(0 - 4400 footcandles),
The BRIGHTEST mini LED

Both **The LED DayLite™ and the LED DayLite Mini™** are manufactured with the latest LED technology emitting bright white light at the perfect daylight temperature. The Blue Cable™ is shielded for your protection and the Tellurium Copper Alloy Heat Sink provides a cooler, longer lasting LED, which meets ALL temperature safety standards. Each light comes with two lithium ion battery packs allowing you to charge one while using the other.

**Chicago Midwinter Special**

Ask for COMBO pricing on Dental Telescopes and LED DayLite™
at Booth # 217 or 1917
Dental branding: three important truths

By James McAnally, DDS

Many national consultants feel “mission statements,” “branding” and “logos” are important. You’ll never hear anyone at Big Case Marketing saying such. Why? Because there are fundamental truths about branding and “image” that aren’t getting shared with dentists, and here they are.

Truth No. 1: mission statements
Patients could care less. Patients, and actually everyone, are tuned to their favorite station whose call letters are WII-FM — What’s in it for me?

Here are five things patients want instead of framed mission statements:
1) no pain,
2) to understand what you propose in simple terms,
3) options (but not too many),
4) the “Wizard,” and
5) respect.

Truth No. 2: logos and brands
Logos? The only thing less important to your patient than your logo is your mission statement. Thus, no need to worry much about logo design. A logo can cost $250 or $5,000. Instead of spending a month’s marketing budget on your logo, invest the $1,750 on direct response based marketing to make the phone ring with patients you wish to treat.

Logos can be useful if gracing a popular product on a shelf, backed by millions of dollars in advertising. Then there’s value. When that level of money is spent, even when dead, a brand still has value. Is that your situation? Is that the situation of even the largest group practices or “chains” of clinics? Doubtful.

A logo can also be useful when a niche culture or sub-culture wears it on their polo shirt. In triathlons I’ve seen IronMan® logos tattooed on some fellow racers. That’s true power in branding. No one is queuing up to get our logos as tattoos though.

Logos won’t make or break us. Patients don’t lie awake eagerly anticipating your newest logo design or, really, any company’s. The patient simply doesn’t care. Recently, people on the street were shown the Subway® logo — the real one and four fakes all on the same sheet of paper. With millions in franchise fees annually spent on marketing, only 6 percent could pick out the real logo! Dental logos backed by $50K to $300K are not going to beat that dismal result or create new cases.

Truth No. 3: the doctor is the brand (especially when performing elective or complex cases)
The bigger the dollar amount involved, the more important you become. Patients need who you are, not what you are, and you in the consultation room is THE brand. This becomes even more important after the patient receives promotional information from the practice and schedules a live appointment.

With the right marketing, patients can call a practice, know very little about the doctor and still be powerfully motivated to seek treatment with that office because they were offered solutions to problems, not logos, brands or mission statements.

Are you offering solutions to problems or simply wasting time, energy, and money on things the patient really doesn’t care about?

About the author

Dr. James McAnally is CEO of Big Case Marketing, a global leader in providing turn-key marketing for the complex case patient and in teaching a trademarked sales system to dentists who treat elective reconstructive and dental implant patients. Big Case Marketing doctors are on three continents and programs are conducted worldwide. His two-day per week part-time practice focusing on reconstructive and implant dentistry is in Seattle, Wash. To find out more, visit www.bigcasemarketing.com or e-mail info@bigcasemarketing.com.
Chart a course forward in 2009

By Gary Severance, DDS

ogi Berra once said, “The future ain’t what it used to be,” and his humorous perspective on life couldn’t be more on target for the times we face today. Obviously, the economic meltdown of 2008 has not been a lot of fun for any of us, but as we jump into a new year we can choose to just deal with it or consider ways to grow through the pain.

How can you strengthen your office team, increase patient loyalty and ultimately create an enhanced working environment to meet your own personal and professional goals? It is a big question and I challenge you not to hunker down, but consider the opportunities that 2009 offers. Many will choose to do nothing, but it is my challenge to you to take this time to chart a course forward that will distinguish your practice in your community, ultimately making the “catch up” longer and harder for your peers when they realize that you have spent 2009 in a sprint towards a new goal.

Yes, we are in challenging times, but there are foundational truths in marketing and dentistry that can serve you well. Seek to offer excellent patient care and service and provide unchallenged dental expertise by becoming a market leader with investment in new technology.

Patient care and service

While the economic challenges are trying for all of us, it is even more likely that the families you serve are facing even tougher financial decisions.

To play it safe, many will choose to weather the tough economic times by reducing business hours to lower operations costs. Yet, it will be the dentist who chooses to sow seeds by investing in high technology for Same Day Dentistry, that will distinguish your practice in your community, ultimately creating an enhanced patient experience.

Invest in high technology

Yes, it can be expensive to “upgrade” your office to the digital world either in X-rays, documentation, soft-tissue management or restorative procedures, but investing in better and more efficient equipment can save you money, motivate your team and build your patient base. If your practice is ready for it, a chairside CAD/CAM system (E4D Dentist) can save on expenses because it will supplement some of the lab fabrication costs, motivate and utilize all of your team members with new skills and information, and save patients who cannot afford multiple appointments time and money.

How many new patients will the E4D technology bring to your practice? A recent survey concluded that 25 percent of them would change dentists to get it. You can be on the receiving end or the giving end of that statistic and those patients. Gain, timing is everything and when you and your practice is ready, go for it.

Integrate new materials

Finally, what it often seems like there is a continuous flow of new products offering new, better or improved solutions — true product innovations arrive less frequently. However, when they do appear, integrating them into your practice and your treatment modalities can provide you with unique and “first in line” advantages.

In the first quarter of 2009, Ivoclar Vivadent will be introducing a new extension of their popular IPS e.max CAD materials, a new translucent (HT) series of blocks. This will provide those with chairside CAD/CAM systems (e.g., E4D Dentist) an opportunity to take tremendous advantage of a metal-free material combined with incredible strength and esthetics for Same Day Dentistry.

There are tremendous challenges ahead, but there are also opportunities. Those who recognize the hurdles facing today’s dental patient, and are the first to reach out to reduce obstacles for dental care or offer assistance, will continue to lead modern dentistry and provide excellence in health care. Look for ways to improve every patient’s experience, invest in your practice and lead your team through 2009 with confidence.

Dr. Gary Severance is vice president of Marketing and Clinical Affairs at D4D Technologies. You may contact him at gseverance@d4dtech.com.
Breeze® Cement doesn’t sacrifice strength at critical moments either.

Breeze — the Strongest¹ Auto-mix Self-Adhesive Cement Available. Get the versatility of an auto-mix self adhesive cement without compromising!

Breeze Cement is Strong — The most retentive auto-mix self-adhesive resin cement tested to date — recently confirmed by an independent non-profit dental education and product testing foundation.¹

Breeze Cement is Versatile — A multipurpose cement recommended for PFM, Zirconia and Alumina-based restorations, as well as posts.

Breeze Cement is Convenient — No etching, no priming, no bonding, no mixing!

Forget about etching, bonding and mixing. Find out just how simple, convenient and affordable effective cementing can be.

Versatility and strength — get both with Breeze Self-Adhesive Resin Cement!

Special Savings!

Buy 4 Breeze Syringe Refills and Get 1 FREE!*

Order Today!

Visit booth #1241 at the 2009 Chicago Mid-Winter Meeting

Breeze® Cement ¹ | Breeze® Syringe Refills
With its STA System, Milestone Scientific bucks trend

Sales are up 200 percent for ‘win-win’ anesthesia delivery tool, says director of marketing

By Dental Tribune Staff

In 2008, when most dental equipment manufacturers reported declines, sales of the Milestone Scientific STA System were up over 200 percent. It seems that the timing was just right for an instrument that reduces stress and increases referrals. Dentists are turning to Milestone’s STA System (STA stands for Single Tooth Anesthesia) as a way to bridge the office through challenging economic times.

Dental Tribune recently interviewed Scott Mahnken, Milestone Scientific’s director of marketing, about the company’s success, its innovative product and the various advantages that computer-controlled local anesthesia delivery offer the dentist.

Why did Milestone have such a successful year?

Many feel that our success was related to the new leadership team, led by CEO Joe Martin. One of the first things Joe did upon joining Milestone was improve the processes and internal communication. A second key addition was Bob Presutti. Bob joined Milestone in August 2007 as vice president of sales and marketing. Once new leadership was in place, the company conducted extensive market research in order to improve our message to the dentist. When we recognized that dentists appreciated the increased confidence and reduced stress achieved upon making the STA System the standard of care in their offices, we knew that we had discovered a clear message of meaning. It was rather interesting for us to learn that dentists experienced increased stress levels with administering anesthesia, as many of us had always looked at it from the patient’s perspective.

So it was not only patients who were stressed?

That’s what I believed until we conducted the first International C-CLAD Symposium. I learned that a study conducted a few years ago showed that 18.8 percent of dentists have considered a career change due to the stress of administering anesthesia. At C-CLAD, which stands for computer-controlled local anesthesia delivery, we heard from dentists who admitted they “held their breath” while giving palatal or mandibular block injections. It made sense that the STA System would reduce their stress level because the computer-controlled delivery controls the flow of anesthesia below the patient’s pain threshold.

Do all specialties benefit from using the STA System?

Indeed. Our biggest audience is GPs, but we have really built a strong following with pediatric dentists and endodontists. The benefits of using the STA for offices that treat kids are enormous. No more collateral numbing, which discourages children from biting their lip and tongue, and no more calls from angry parents after hours or on weekends.

Can a dentist administer every injection using the STA System?

Absolutely. Initially many dentists purchase the STA System to do the New STA Intraligamentary Injection, which allows them to administer fewer block injections. But soon they recognize that the STA System can actually deliver a “comfortable” palatal injection, something that most dentists feel is impossible. STA can also vastly improve your mandibular block injections, and the STA also allows dentists to perform newer injections like the PASA and AMSA.

Why are dentists buying STA, even in this economy?

There are a few very sound reasons why STA is selling in today’s economic environment:
1) Stress. The STA System reduces the stress of patients, dentists and staff and gives the office something to feel positive about. The front desk loves STA because it increases referrals and lowers cancellations.
2) Productivity. Offices with STA can work on two different quadrants. What once took two visits can be completed in one.
3) Referrals. Most practices rely upon referrals, and patients can’t stop talking about STA.
4) Preference. Your professional patients prefer to come in before work or while on their lunch hour, but they hate the collateral numbness. With STA your patients return to their routine without a numb lip and tongue.
5) Technology. You and your patients recognize that the traditional dental syringe, which was designed over 150 years ago, is ready for a technology update. The computer-controlled STA eliminates many of the variables and human error associated with traditional held syringes.

What can dentists expect from Milestone in 2009?

In 2009 we’re sponsoring the Second Annual C-CLAD Symposium, to be held May 1–3 in Amelia Island, Fla. The C-CLAD Symposium will be chaired by Dr. Stanley Malamed, the world’s most renowned expert on local anesthesia. This year’s event will include input from more than 25 lecturers and thought leaders from all different specialties.

The objective is for the STA System to be one step closer to being recognized as the standard of care in all dental offices. After all, when is the last time your traditional syringe earned you a patient referral?

For more information on Milestone Scientific, the STA System, or the upcoming C-CLAD Symposium, contact Scott Mahnken at smahnken@milestonescientific.com or visit www.milestonescientific.com or www.stas4u.com.
It’s this small...
Yet you can build your entire practice on it!

The dynamic of each injection experience improves “noticeably” as patients express their appreciation of the sleek, non-threatening STA handpiece. The STA System reduces patient stress and anxiety setting the tone for maximum patient comfort for every dental procedure.

Research has proven that if your patient experiences an uncomfortable injection followed by a flawless procedure – that they will remember the injection.

THE ALTERNATIVE TO THE MANDIBULAR BLOCK INJECTION

You were trained to administer PDL injections with a traditional syringe or high-pressure syringe. Typically performed not knowing if you were in the right spot or not. These high-pressures can cause pain and tissue damage in the dense PDL area.

With the STA System the computer will confirm proper needle placement into the PDL space and it uses low-pressure allowing a greater volume to be administered - thus a more predictable result, longer acting and more profound anesthesia.

CHICAGO MIDWINTER MEETING SPECIAL
February 27 - March 1, 2009
Regularly $1995
NOW $1795

FOR THOSE THAT PURCHASE AN STA SYSTEM AT THE SHOW YOU ALSO GET...

A Free Box of Handpieces (a $97.50 value)
Buy 2 get 3rd FREE!

Your choice of a $50 Starbucks - or - $50 Barnes&Noble gift card

See us at Booth #2206
Only available at the CMW Show

The STA™ System
For your patients. For your practice. For you.

800.862.1125 • www.stais4u.com
Why geometry matters most!

By L. Stephen Buchanan, DDS, FADC, FICD

S
cortly after the excitement of the
rotary file revolution wore
off, the next frontier in shap-
ing technology became the search
for faster cutting efficiencies. This
is very understandable and similar
to our continuing search for faster
and faster computers.

However, experienced clinicians
started seeing overfills from trans-
portation, shortened canals, apical
ripped canal termini, over-shaped
coronal regions and cyclic fatigue
failures that hadn’t occurred with
their safer, slower files. The first-
order question in file selection
became, “safe or fast?” Landed-
blade instruments with radiused-tip
geometry were much safer in terms
of avoidance of transportation, but
non-lined blades with aggressive
cutting tips were faster cutting.

The advent of GTX Files with
M-Wire® has eliminated that difficult
decision — they are the first rota-
ry shaping instruments that deliver
speed of cutting with safety from
transportation and breakage.

M-Wire, a new rhombohedral-
phase nickel titanium metal used
in GTX Files, has radically improved
their resistance to cyclic fatigue.
However, Denstply/Tulsa is not the
only company with R-phase NiTi (the
sweet spot between austenite-phase
and martensite-phase NiTi). While
R-phase NiTi will become the new
industry standard for addressing cyclic
fatigue, it will never solve the problem
of dangerous file geometries.

The radial lands on GTX Files
have been optimized by varying the
width of those lands along the length
of the file. This geometrical change
vastly improves cutting efficiency
without derangement of the canal
path, a claim that no file set without
lands can make. Furthermore, the
decreased flute angle has signifi-
cantly increased GTX File’s flexibil-
ity over other landed instruments,
simultaneously doubling the chip
space between the flutes for longer
cutting time before clogging.

Another important, yet underap-
preciated, design feature of GTX
Files is their limited maximum flute
diameter. Keeping the cutting flute
diameters limited to 1 mm controls
the amount of coronal enlargement
during the shaping procedure —
critical to the maintenance of the
structural integrity of roots and to
the avoidance of strip perforation
All of these innovations in design
geometry have resulted in a file set
that typically cuts ideal shape in most
canals with one to three instruments,
and in as little time as 30–45 seconds.
That is why geometry matters.

Innovative user-friendly products at factory direct prices

Medidenta celebrates its 65th anniversary and President & CEO Robert Achtizer celebrates his 35th anniversary with the company

By Dan Jenkins, DDS

Can you tell me about the genesis of the company since its founding?

Frederick Benton founded the company in 1944. Benton was an original “carpetbagger” when he went door to door around Manhattan selling posts and temporary crowns. It was his intuitive eye that found the first automated device for endo treatment, namely, the Giromatic, and introduced it to general dentists, which brought affordable endo to the masses. Medidenta has since brought many more endo-related products to the market and is now well established as an innovative endo and handpiece company.

How will the company celebrate this big anniversary?

Showing customer appreciation with big discounts in 2009 because our loyal customers are the reason we have flourished for 65 years.

Where is the company based and how many employees does it employ?

We are based in Woodside, N.Y., and the staff numbers 26.

Who are the major players in the company and how is it structured?

The company is privately owned by me, and I started with the company in 1973 as a shipping clerk and rose through the ranks to become the CEO and sole shareholder.

What exactly is the nature of the company’s business?

We distribute and manufacture unique and proprietary dental and health care related products. We sell dental, medical and some beauty related products.

How would you explain the company, and by this I mean its main point, what you hope those who hear it will immediately connect to when they hear the company name?

Medidenta markets some unique and proprietary products directly to the end user and certain health care facilities, thus providing direct sav-

ing of time and money over the con-
ventional dealer or middleman.

What are the company’s business goals, or what does it strive to provide to its clients?

We want to deliver quality, cutting-edge products with exceptional value.

Is the company involved in any charities or community outreach programs?

We provide some funding for local after school programs for children and community social activities.

What is the promise behind your brand?

Great value with personal attention.

Do you offer special promotions? What do these entail?

We generally run “no-nonsense” percentage discount pricing.

How can people access your products, do you have a catalogue? How often is this updated?

We mail out a catalogue annually along with quarterly flyers.

Can they also view all products on line?

Our Web site is a comprehensive shopping location and has sustained dramatic growth the past two years to where we are also known as Medi
denta.com.

What things are taken into consideration before Medidenta decides to carry a product?

Whether it is user friendly, time saving and cost effective for the busy professional.

What is involved in the decision process in terms of choosing products?

We have over 50 dentists who evaluate our products in their daily practice before we ever enter into full production.

What’s new these days in terms of prod-
ucts you carry?

The CeraTorque handpiece, which is an ultra lightweight and precise speed control motor system for non-vasive operative dentistry and hygiene procedures.

Are you working on any new products right now to add to your brand?

Since the change of management in 2007, the company has made some substantial investments in new product development and we expect to launch several new products in mid 2009 and beyond. Prod-
uct development requires a financial commitment coupled with the patience of trial and error.

How many do you add per year?

Considering we are a specialty company with a limited product line, we generally try for one or two new products annually.

What do you feel are the most important concerns/hurdles faced in the area of your specialty?

After 35 years with the company, do you have any words of wisdom to share?

“Carpetbaggers get what you want, but if you try sometimes, you just might find you get what you need.” Being in business for 65 years and now my own 35 years with the company I have to say its been a long, winding, and most gratifying road to success and happiness that the company enjoys, even in these most difficult times.

What are some of the hurdles the company faces in terms of marketing its products?

To remain competitive against the billion dollar conglomerates that can easily outspend us, but our product savvy and specialized personal cus-
tomer service will keep our customers coming back for the value and satisfaction we provide.

What makes your company stand out from the crowd?

Personalized customer service where you are a name and your busi-

ness is truly appreciated.

About the author

Dr. Buchanan is a Diplomate of the American Board of Endo-
dontics and a Fellow of both the International College of Den-
tsists and American College of Dentists. Clinicians interested in his DVD series, The Art of Endodontics, and his hands-
on laboratory workshops in Santa Barbara, Calif., can call (800) 528-1590. For more information related to this article and for GTX updates and answers to frequent-
ly asked questions, please visit www.endobuchanan.com. Free C.E. courses are also available on the GTX System and other topics. Questions concerning chal-
lenging cases can be directed to (800) 528-1590.
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Woodside, N.Y. 11377
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Can your file system cut these shapes with only 1-3 files?

All cases shown were shaped with GT Series X Files

For a free download of this chart visit endobuchanan.com

GT Series X Technique:
Selecting Shaping Objectives by Root Form

Preparation and Determining Appropriate File Selection

Before selecting the appropriate GTX File taper, negotiate each root to full length using a size #15 or #20 K-File in the presence of a lubricant, and ensure straight-line access into each canal orifice has been achieved.

Before shaping begins, rinse out the lubricant and introduce full strength NaOCl into each canal.

Determine if the root is small, medium or large.

Small Root Shaping Objectives

Small* Roots
- maxillary incisors
- 2 & 3 canal premolars
- maxillary roots of lower molars
- buccal roots of upper molars
- Finished tip diameters:
  - 20,.04, 30,.04 or 40,.06

The appropriate taper for shaping small roots is .06 mm/mm.

The 20-.06 GTX File will often cut to length in one or two passes. If it does not, take the 20-.04 GTX File to length then re-introduce the 20-.06 GTX to the terminus.

Shape is completed when a .06 taper GTX File with the appropriate tip diameter (.20, .30 or .40) is taken to length.

*Small tortuous canals may require a 20.06 (white handle) standard GTX File to complete the shape.

Medium & Large Root Shaping Objectives

Med. & Large* Roots
- distal roots of lower molars
- palatal roots of upper molars
- lower canines
- upper canines
- single canal pre-molars
- Finished tip diameters:
  - 30.08 or 40.08

In most medium and large roots, the appropriate taper is .08 mm/mm.

The 30-.08 will often cut to length in one or two passes. If it does not, take the 30-.06 to length then re-introduce the 30-.08 GTX File to the terminus. Shape is completed when a .08 taper GTX File with the appropriate tip diameter (.30 or .40) is taken to length.

*In very large roots or open apex cases standard GTX Accessory Files (00-10, 50-90, 70-12, 90-12) may be necessary to complete the shape or create more taper.

Two-Day Laboratory Courses with Dr. L. Stephen Buchanan
offered monthly in Santa Barbara, CA featuring GT Series X

Dental Education Laboratories. Your Premier Resource for Endodontic Training.

For course information, contact us
toll-free: 800 528 1590
worldwide: 805 899 4929
or visit www.endobuchanan.com

Dental Education Laboratories is an ASPE/CEP Recognized Provider for continuing education, and an approved national sponsor for AGD/MAEO Credit.
The Whole Enchilada
With plenty of side dishes available

The whole kit and caboodle. Everything, and all of it. That describes PhotoMed. We’ve got everything you need for clinical photography. PhotoMed clinical camera systems feature the best digital camera equipment available. The system shown above is Nikon’s D300 with the Micro-Nikkor 105mm VR macro lens and Nikon R1 Macro Flash. We complete the system with the new PhotoMed R1 Dual Point Flash Bracket that gives you incredible flash position flexibility. We also feature clinical systems built around Nikon’s D60 and D90.

We know that no one likes to spend time reading thick user manuals so your camera is delivered assembled, set and tested along with our concise custom instructions. And we include unlimited phone support and loan equipment if needed.

PhotoMed carries all of the accessories you may need: intraoral mirrors, retractors, Contrasters, printers, clinical photography books/training CDs and recreational lenses (the Nikkor 18-200 AF-S DX VR lens is a nice choice). Visit our website. Give us a call. Come see us at a dental meeting. See us at Chicago Midwinter #3453. We know you’ll like us.

www.photomed.net • 800.998.7765
Mention the “enchilada ad” when you order for a complimentary side dish!

For a limited time, Bien-Air is offering a trade-in special to all users of electric handpieces. For more information, contact Bien-Air at (800) 453-2456.

Self-adhesive resin cement CLEARFIL SA CEMENT

Kuraray, manufacturer of many innovative products, which includes the world’s first total-etching and self-etching products, Panavia and CLEARFIL SE BOND, released another epoch-making product again. CLEARFILTM SA CEMENT, like most self-adhesive cement, is fluoride releasing, easier and faster to use than other types of resin cements. Yet it goes steps further and solves two very significant problems faced with resin cements: significantly easier removal of excess cement and true bonding to zirconia-based restorations. And CLEARFIL SA CEMENT delivers consistent high and durable bond strengths regardless of whether the bond is moist or dry, with virtually no risk of postoperative sensitivity.

Available in shade Universal (A2) and White, CLEARFIL SA CEMENT is indicated for cementation of crowns, bridges, inlays and onlays made of conventional porcelain, ceramic, hybrid ceramics, composite resin or metal, and cementation of metal cores, resin cores, metal or glass fiber posts.

Kuraray America Inc. (800) 879-1676 www.Kuraraydental.com

Electric handpiece users: take notice

In March 2008, the FDA issued a MedWatch Safety Alert discussing patient burns from using improperly maintained handpieces. The article points to worn or poorly maintained speed-increasing handpieces (1:5 increasers). While proper maintenance for handpieces is very important, Daniel Call, customer service manager of Bien-Air USA, explains that the main reason electric handpieces have caused patient burns is because the handpiece has been used as a cheek retractor. This causes the button to touch the spindle moving at 200,000 rpm, creating friction and instant heat without warning.

Many practitioners have experienced the cap heating issue and have posted articles on the FDA Web site. You can test this cap heating theory by running a speed-increasing handpiece out of the mouth and lightly applying pressure to the cap with your thumb. You will notice that the push button cap will heat up within seconds.

Fortunately, Bien-Air has come up with a solution to this problem. The company has a unique, patented design that helps prevent the cap from overheating. All Bien-Air handpieces are equipped with a patented, anti-heating push button that restricts the contact of the push button cap to the moving parts inside the handpiece head, thus virtually eliminating the potential of push button getting in contact with the handpiece parts rotating at 200,000 rpm.

While it does not completely remove the threat of a heating cap if used as a cheek retractor, it gives significantly more warning than any other 1:5 handpiece on the market.
Cetacaine Topical Anesthetic Liquid Kit

Cetylite’s new Cetacaine® Topical Anesthetic Liquid Kit is ideal for scaling and root planing, providing patients with effective, non-injectable, cost-effective anesthesia. Only $2 for a full-mouth application, the included 14 gram bottle yields up to 54 full-mouth applications. The new, unique dispenser cap for Luer-lock syringes allows the clinician to use only what he or she needs, not exceeding 0.4 ml maximum dose. Cetacaine’s triple-active formula (benzocaine 14 percent, butamben 2 percent, tetracaine hydrochloride 2 percent) has onset within 30 seconds and duration typically lasts 50 to 60 minutes.

The kit contains a 14 gram bottle of Cetacaine Topical Anesthetic Liquid with dispenser cap, 20 Vista™ 1.2 mL Luer-lock syringes and 20 Vista-Probe™ 27 ga tips. Cetylite now offers a 14 gram or 30 gram replacement bottle of Cetacaine Liquid with the Luer-lock dispenser cap. The cap fits all Luer-lock syringes. This unique design also allows for the single dip of a microbrush, which is ideal for pre-injection or other procedures requiring site-specific topical anesthesia.

Cetylite will demonstrate its new Cetacaine Topical Anesthetic Liquid Kit at the Chicago Midwinter Meeting at its booth, No. 2850. The company also will offer as a show special a free 14-gram bottle of Cetacaine Liquid to anyone who purchases three 14-gram bottles or one Cetacaine Liquid Kit, as well as a free 30-gram bottle with purchase of three 30-gram bottles.

For more information, visit the Web site, www.cetylite.com, or stop by the Cetylite booth, No. 2850, during the Chicago Midwinter Meeting.

The Whole Kit and Caboodle

On display at www.photomed.net • 24/7

Canon

The whole kit and caboodle. Everything, and all of it. That describes PhotoMed. We’ve got everything you need for clinical photography. PhotoMed clinical camera systems feature the best digital camera equipment available. Shown above are the PhotoMed/Canon G10 and the Canon 50D. We also feature clinical systems built around Canon’s Rebel XS, Rebel XSi, EOS 40D and (soon) the SD Mark II. Go to photomed.net for full info on each of these cameras.

We know that no one likes to spend time reading thick user manuals so your camera is delivered assembled, set and tested along with concise custom instructions. And we include unlimited phone support and loan equipment if needed.

PhotoMed carries all of the accessories you may need: intraoral mirrors, retractors, Contrasters, printers, clinical photography books/training CDs (Dr. Chris Orr’s new interactive dental photography CD is a great way to train your staff) and recreational lenses from Sigma (the new 18-200 DC OS lens is a nice choice). Visit our website. Give us a call. Come see us at a dental meeting (See us at Chicago Midwinter #345). We know you’ll like us.

www.photomed.net • 800.998.7765

Mention the "kit and caboodle ad" when you order for some extra kit.

Shofu leads the way with quality, value and savings

In 2006, the ADA Profession Product Review (Vol. 1, Winter) awarded Shofu’s Robo® Diamonds an “exceptional” rating in the clinical areas of cutting ability, cutting accuracy, lack of clogging and surface integrity. As if third-party confirmation of Shofu’s exceptional craftsmanship was not enough of a motivator to purchase, the company has adjusted pricing in light of the current economic situation and the challenges that dental practices are facing today.

In December 2008, Shofu reduced the price of its Super Fine and Super Coarse Robot FG Diamond rotary instruments for a nearly 15 percent savings. Robot Diamond rotary instruments are used for cavity and crown preparation. Produced by hi-tech robots in a fully computer-automated environment that is untouched by human hands, with a multi-coating technique and a special surface treatment for durability, these instruments are able to maintain cutting efficiency with less clogging.

Other Shofu products include their Super-Snap® Finishing and Polishing System, which received the Dental Advisor’s Editor’s Choice Award in 2008 for top composite finishing and polishing systems. The Super-Snap line is designed for easy, fast and safe contouring, in addition to finishing and polishing all micro-filled and hybrid composites. A plastic shank mount ensures easy placement of the disk onto the mandrel, and because they are manufactured without a metal center, gouging and discoloration of the composite is avoided.

Shofu’s offerings also include OneGloss® aluminum oxide polishers. OneGloss are one-step finishers and polishers that provide an ideal finish for all composite restorations and are durable enough to withstand polishing an entire arch. Available in three popular shapes, OneGloss removes cement without damaging porcelain restorations.

With a wide selection of products and valuable offers, Shofu guarantees quality and savings. For the finest craftsmanship and all of your rotary needs, look no further than Shofu.

Please visit Shofu online at, www.shofu.com, or contact Shofu Dental Corp. via phone at (800) 827-4658.
Especially for multiple unit cases…
Polyether-like Timing & VPS Convenience

- Ample 1’45” intraoral working time to syringe wash material…ideal for multiple unit cases
- Faster mouth removal time than regular set polyether

Plus all of the advantages of Aquasil Ultra Smart Wetting® Impression Material that dentists love…

- Ultra Accurate / Ultra Strong / Ultra Wettable
- Easier mouth removal than polyether
- Pleasant mint flavor

Call 1-800-LD-CAULK or go to www.dentsply.com / www.caulk.com
Immediate dentures: Are you missing out?

By Craig Callen, DDS

All of the courses advertised today tout the productivity of porcelain facings, orthodontics, automated root canal and implants. While any of these treatments can be rewarding and profitable, the often-overlooked area of treatment that is highly rewarding and profitable is that of removable prosthetics. Yes, I said it, dentures! Many of us became burnt out on making dentures in dental school and never recovered, but times have changed. Not only is there a huge untapped market for high-quality dentures as the population ages, but also it can be one of the most rewarding and profitable procedures you provide for your patients per hour.

In addition, with the materials available today, this can be a relatively easy treatment. A lot of what we know about cosmetic dentistry came from prosthodontics. Full denture treatment used to be the ultimate in cosmetic dentistry before periodontal care changed the way dentists practice. Prosthodontists were really the first dentists to study things such as facial proportions as related to tooth size and shape.

How to get denture patients

Our office offers a “Free Esthetic Denture Consult.” This allows patients to meet us and see what we can do for them in a non-threatening environment. If a patient calls in requesting fees, they are offered the option of the free consult. The patient is scheduled for a 10-minute time block with a doctor in the consultation room. He or she fills out a short form that pertains strictly to the option of the free consult. The patient is then scheduled for a 10-minute appointment, we take about an hour to get nice impressions with Alginate mixed in an alginator. The impression, shade and bite are sent to the lab’s use in setting the case. If there are many missing teeth, you may still have used Accudent’s anatomically corrected denture trays. This utilizes a light and heavy body alginate mixed in an alginator. The light body sets slower and is applied in a large syringe. Because Randy still had teeth to establish vertical and tooth position, we then took a bite with Discus Dental’s Vanilla Mousse, but you can, of course, use your material of choice. If there are any many missing teeth, you may also use Discus Dental’s Impression Putty for a bite.

The shade was chosen using the Dentsply Portrait Shade Guide. As most people want to bleach their teeth, we see more and more patients choosing lighter colored teeth. We take several clinical and portrait photos for our records and the lab’s use in setting the case. If the patient wants to change his or her smile, we use “The Smile Style Guide,” written by Lorin Berland, DDS, and David L. Taub, DMD, to pick a new smile (www.Digident.com; (800) 741-7966). It is a great

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 1a: After.</th>
<th>Fig. 1b: Before.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 2: A screen shot of <a href="http://www.denturewearers.com">www.denturewearers.com</a>.</td>
<td>Fig. 3: Accudent immediate denture impression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 4: Putty bite.</td>
<td>Fig. 5: Anatomically correct denture impression trays.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

will help drive them toward your own Web site and office looking for solutions.

Technique appointment No. 1

Randy is a typical patient who came in for a free consultation for immediate maxillary and mandibular dentures. He had been told a long time ago that he had severe periodontal disease and that his teeth could not be saved. A busy contractor, he put off treatment for years. We were able to appoint him for a complete examination and X-ray films, which verified his story. Financial arrangements were made and we set up an appointment for impressions, shade and bite. At the next appointment, we took about an hour to get nice impressions with the Accudent dual alginate system with stock trays.

Randy had been edentulous, we would have used Accudent’s anatomically corrected denture trays. This utilizes a light and heavy body alginate mixed in an alginator. The light body sets slower and is applied in a large syringe. Because Randy still had teeth to establish vertical and tooth position, we then took a bite with Discus Dental’s Vanilla Mousse, but you can, of course, use your material of choice. If there are any many missing teeth, you may also use Discus Dental’s Impression Putty for a bite.

The shade was chosen using the Dentsply Portrait Shade Guide. As most people want to bleach their teeth, we see more and more patients choosing lighter colored teeth. We take several clinical and portrait photos for our records and the lab’s use in setting the case. If the patient wants to change his or her smile, we use “The Smile Style Guide,” written by Lorin Berland, DDS, and David L. Taub, DMD, to pick a new smile (www.Digident.com; (800) 741-7966). It is a great...
tool that contains a multitude of different smiles progressing from square, pointed, round and flat as well as various length combinations that we include with detailed notes for the lab about exactly what we and the patient want.

**Technique appointment No. 2**

Because Randy did not need to have posterior teeth removed and prolonged healing time, we progressed right to a wax try-in appointment in two weeks. I do a split setup to verify the bite and show the patient the setup, Randy, and his wife, approved the setup and the esthetics and we scheduled the surgical appointment in another two weeks. The case is then sent to the lab for proper festooning and life-like base material processing.

**Technique appointment No. 3**

Fourteen periodontally involved teeth were removed with local anesthetic and nitrous oxide and the dentures seated. I relined them with a temporary soft liner to aid in the fit. We use a cartridge-based system, such as Voco’s UFI Gel SC. When Randy and his wife saw his new smile, they both cried (in a good way). She immediately scheduled herself for an appointment for the lab about exactly what we include with detailed notes in the esthetics and we scheduled the surgical appointment in another two weeks. The case is then sent to the lab for proper festooning and life-like base material processing.

**Technique appointment No. 4**

Randy was back the next day with minimal concerns. I will generally see the patient on the first adjustment, and then delegate the simple adjustments to my well-trained, experienced staff.

My total chair time with the free consultation, examination, impressions, try-ins, extractions and seating and the first healing check was about 2.5 hours. My per hour production was higher than what I make on a typical crown and bridge case, and I provided a life-changing treatment for a patient who was a dental cripple. If the patient has trouble wearing dentures, we can proceed to implants to help in retention. One of the keys to providing quality denture care for your patients is to find a laboratory that also is interested in quality. You will pay top dollar, but it will be well worth it.

If you are not providing denture treatment in your practice and you have holes in your schedule, you should think again about this under served area of cosmetic dentistry. As baby boomers age and lose teeth, there will be a real need for quality denture care.

**About the author**

Craig C. Callen, DDS, is a full time practicing dentist in the small city of Mansfield, Ohio, in the center of the rust belt. He graduated from Case Western Reserve School of Dentistry at the age of 23. Callen has written three books for dentists: “The Cutting Edge I, II, and III.” He is the associate editor for The Profitable Dentist Newsletter and has written numerous articles for national dental publications. Callen is a member of the ADA, AGD and the ACD. He has lectured internationally on clinical and management topics in dentistry. His latest seminar is titled, “The Million Dollar Blue Collar Dental Practice.” Callen and his wife, Dee, have five children. They live on a farm where they raise horses, alpacas and llamas. In his spare time, he likes to spend time boating and traveling. You can reach Callen via e-mail at craigcallendds@gmail.com.
Just because the economy is unstable does not mean that your practice has to be.

LVI will steer you in the right direction!

Now is the time to take the driver’s seat and invest in yourself and your future. Recession-proof your practice with an education from LVI.

Bring a new enthusiasm to yourself, your practice, your team, and your patients!

You can have the practice of your dreams, and we can show you how.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading, PA</td>
<td>February 27-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portsmouth, NH</td>
<td>February 27-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence, RI</td>
<td>March 13-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>March 13-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulfport, MS</td>
<td>March 13-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State College, PA</td>
<td>March 20-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso, TX</td>
<td>March 27-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina, Canada</td>
<td>April 3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>April 10-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenville, SC</td>
<td>April 17-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davenport, IA</td>
<td>April 17-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresno, CA</td>
<td>April 17-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calgary, Canada</td>
<td>April 24-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Junction, CO</td>
<td>April 24-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchorage, AK</td>
<td>April 24-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Jose, CA</td>
<td>May 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Springs, CA</td>
<td>May 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville, TN</td>
<td>May 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amarillo, TX</td>
<td>May 8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin, CA</td>
<td>May 15-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston, SC</td>
<td>May 15-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richland, WA</td>
<td>May 29-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, NY</td>
<td>May 29-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athens, GA</td>
<td>June 5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver, Canada</td>
<td>June 5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duluth, MN</td>
<td>June 5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Fe, NM</td>
<td>June 12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>June 26-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids, MI</td>
<td>July 17-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland, OH</td>
<td>August 28-29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LVI is bringing CE credits TO YOU with a regional event in your area!

For Complete details visit [www.LVIRegionalEvents.com](http://www.LVIRegionalEvents.com), or call 888.584.3237
Eliminating dental stains with a whitening chewing gum

By George Freedman DDS, FAACD, FAICO; Salem Mathou DDS PhD; Pey Goldstep DDS, FAICO, FAICO; Kiran Arora BDS, DDS; Lisa Burchall BA, RDH; Jennifer Murphy DA

Introduction

Dental staining is of great concern to the vast majority of the population, and is one of the major drivers of patient behavior with respect to personal oral home care and product purchasing. The appearance of discolored teeth has been made socially and culturally unacceptable by the ubiquitous presence of white, bright smiles on television, in films, and in the print media.

From a dental professional team perspective, dental stains are known to contribute to plaque accumulation, an increased retention of bacteria that generate an acidic oral environment and, eventually, to tooth demineralization and dental caries. The routine elimination of dental stains and plaque by the dentist and/or the auxiliary staff on a regular basis (twice per year) has contributed greatly to the improvement of dental health over the past 50 years.

As patients have become dentally educated and more aware of their own dental health, they have increasingly demanded not only healthier teeth, but healthier-appearing teeth as well. In North American populations, more than 80 percent of individuals surveyed indicate an active interest in the whiteness (and as such, the param-
mandibular anterior teeth present. No more than two of the anterior teeth could be covered by crowns and/or veneers. Subjects were asked to refrain from brushing or rinsing for six hours prior to the initiation of the study.

Exclusion characteristics included orthodontic appliances, more than two anterior prosthetic crowns or veneers, tumors or significant pathology of the soft or hard tissues, moderate to advanced periodontal disease, extensive untreated carious lesions or restorations, bleeding within the previous 12 months, pregnancy or lactation, or prophylaxis within the previous 50 days.

The measurement of tooth shade can be highly variable between observers, and particularly so under differing metameric conditions. To avoid inter-investigator and sequential variability, two Vita Easyshade intraoral dental spectrophotometer shade-matching devices (Vident, Brea, Calif.) were used to measure tooth coloration. A spectrophotometer consists of three principal elements: a light source; a wand to direct the source light to an object and in turn to receive the reflected light from the object; and a spectrophotometer to resolve the received light intensity as a function of wavelength. The Easyshade’s CPU analyzes the spectrometer data, determining a shade match to Vita Classical or 3-D systems, and displays the results on a touch screen.

The Vita Easyshade is self-contained, easy-to-use and portable, consisting of a base unit and handpiece containing a fiberoptic probe assembly for illuminating and receiving light from a tooth. The two Easyshade units were calibrated with each other and were additionally self-calibrated prior to every shade measurement.

For each subject, the shades of the six maxillary and six mandibular anterior teeth were measured separately, in the middle third, at the mesio-distal center of the tooth, at three specific times. These measurements were at the Baseline (prior to stain accumulation), Post Eating or Stain Accumulation (after 15 minutes of stain accumulation), and Post Product Usage (immediately after the use of the test chewing gum). The shade of each tooth was scored by reading the Easyshade screen and recording the Classic Vita shade reference code. The overall change in shade was then obtained by averaging the scores as previously described (Nathoo et al.). Analysis of variance (t-test) was employed to compare the mean Vita Easyshade scores at Baseline, Post Stain Accumulation and Post Product Usage.

Results and discussion
Tooth shade was calculated by ranking the Vita Classic Shade guide according to the degree of brightness as recommended by the manufacturer, assigning a numerical value to each tab and calculating the number of tabs as described by Manupome and Petty (2004) and Nathoo et al. (1994). Of the 600 teeth examined, See ELMINATING, Page 6

The chromogenic “meal” consisted of:

- 4 ounces of red grape juice (simulating red wine)
- 3 ounces of blueberry pie
- 4-6 ounces of coffee or tea

The whitening chewing gum that was tested is a commercially available, non-prescription product. Its active ingredients include xylitol, chewing gum base, natural flavors, glycerine, gum arabic, soy lecithin, beeswax and calcium peroxide. The instructions for use indicated two pieces of the product be placed in the mouth and chewed actively for 10 minutes.

If you’re one of the 1,000s of dental professionals who know EMBRACE™ WetBond Pit & Fissure Sealant is easier to apply because it bonds to moist tooth surfaces, provides a better seal and is long lasting, you’re on top of your profession.

If you’re one of the 1,000s of dental professionals who know EMBRACE™ WetBond Pit & Fissure Sealant is easier to apply because it bonds to moist tooth surfaces, provides a better seal and is long lasting, you’re on top of your profession.
17 had crowns, veneers or were otherwise unsuitable for shade change evaluation.

The Baseline Vita Easyshade data for 583 (50 x 12) teeth in the study was 5.35 (SD±2.49); corresponding to a shade between Vita Classic tabs A2–C1.

The Baseline data was 5.36 (2.49); indicating that eating a chromogenic diet as described above does, in fact, induce staining of teeth.

The Post Stain Accumulation Vita Easyshade data for 583 (50 x 12) teeth in the study was 8.06 (SD±3.19); corresponding to a shade between Vita Classic tabs D4–A3. Statistical analysis by the t-test showed significant differences at the p<0.05 level, indicating that eating a chromogenic diet as described above does, in fact, induce staining of teeth.

The Baseline data was 5.07 (2.51); indicating that the product under investigation, does remove dental stains acquired as a result of eating chromogenic foods.

The Post Product Usage data indicated no significant differences, showing that the product under investigation restores the teeth to their original pre-staining color condition, but does not remove previously acquired dental stains.

A summary of the changes in tooth shade during the study is provided in Table 1.

Supersmile Professional Whitening Gum's very convenient application modality, its rapid decoloration activity, and its significant results in dental destaining make it a very practical and portable tool for oral hygiene and esthetic maintenance.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mean Shade (±SD)</th>
<th>Difference from Baseline</th>
<th>Significant difference in tooth shade by the t-test between the shaded groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>5.36 (2.49)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Eating</td>
<td>8.06 (3.19)</td>
<td>-2.70</td>
<td>(green shading) confirms the significance of the staining.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Whitening Gum</td>
<td>5.07 (2.51)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>(blue shading) shows the change in tooth shade after using the product.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

From this study, it can be concluded that Supersmile Professional Whitening Gum removes food-induced stains from dental surfaces. The destaining and/or bleaching effects of Supersmile Professional Whitening Gum are mediated by the active ingredient, calcium peroxide.

There were no adverse reactions attributed to product usage.

References


Supersmile Professional Whitening Gum's very convenient application modality, its rapid decoloration activity, and its significant results in dental destaining make it a very practical and portable tool for oral hygiene and esthetic maintenance.

Sweetened with XYLITOL – the natural cavity inhibitor preferred by dental professionals – sugar-free Supersmile Advanced Professional Whitening Gum is clinically proven to quickly and effectively whiten teeth, freshen breath, promote healthier gums and remove superficial surface stains with every use.

Directions for use:

(see above)

created by dr. irwin smigel

The world-renowned ‘Father of Aesthetic Dentistry’ and President of the American Society for Dental Aesthetics.
Loupes: making a wise long-term investment

‘Grey’s Anatomy,’ ‘ER,’ ‘House M.D.’ and, in the late ‘80s, ‘Chicago Hope’ have used the image of a surgeon wearing loupes

By Ellen Slattery, RDH & Lynn Pencek, RDH, MS

What point are the producers of these shows trying to make? Most likely it is an attempt to make the show technically accurate. It may also be an effort to depict the doctor as a highly regarded professional, making use of the best equipment available in order to provide excellent care to the patient. Isn’t that what each hygienist strives for every day in the practice of dental hygiene? Some hygienists may worry about what patients will think when they begin to wear loupes. Those worries need to be put aside. Patients are very accepting of loupes, maybe because of the popularity of medical shows.

When it is time to buy loupes, as tempting as it may be, the investment should not be based upon how cute the frame looks. With the cost of loupes ranging between $200 and $1,800, it is imperative the purchaser understands the quality of the equipment in order to make an intelligent long-term investment. The major consideration is how the optical equipment will perform and how it will stand up to everyday use.

Loupe review

The two most common types of loupe configurations available are flip-up and through the lens, or TTL. Through the lens optics are custom drilled to meet the clinician’s individual needs and are permanently glued in place. The advantages of TTL loupes over flip-ups are: 1) The optics will not go out of alignment. 2) They are better balanced. 3) They are lightweight. 4) They give a wider field of vision because the optic is closer to the eye.

The TTL setup is similar to topped lined reading glasses where the wearer looks over the optic to view the room using distance vision and though the optic when viewing the patient’s mouth at close range. There is now a hybrid TTL loupe on a flip-up hinge similar to the sunglasses being worn by baseball players. Flip-up telescopes are adjustable. Some clinicians with strong prescriptions or bifocals prefer flip-up telescopes because the optic can be flipped up and out of the way. Flip-up loupes have the weight of the optic balanced forward and they can be knocked out of alignment. An important tip for wearers of flip-up telescopes is that the head strap needs to be fastened securely while they are worn. If the strap is not tight around the clinician’s head, the loupes may feel heavy, uncomfortable and they may slide down the nose. Flip-up telescopes are adjustable and can be changed to different frames if needed. It is easy to change a prescription in a flip-up loupe if the vision of the clinician changes. Recently, a hybrid TTL that flips up with a removable prescription insert for additional flexibility has become popular.

Magnification power

Choosing a lower magnification level (class II power, i.e., 2.5x) offers a wider field of vision and a more forgiving depth of field when treating a patient using loupes. Although the loupes were purchased many years ago, it proves that making a choice for quality means the loupes will serve you well in the long run.

Editor in Chief Angie Stone treating a patient using loupes.
Dear Reader,

With the new year upon us, many will be thinking about what they will do differently in 2009. Many will begin diets, attempt to make more trips to the gym per week, quit smoking, etc. While these are typical New Year resolutions, I challenge each of my colleagues to take a unique look at the promises they are making for the new year.

Instead of, or in addition to, making personal goals, make at least one professional goal. This change doesn’t need to be earth-shattering, but it should be something that will make a difference in your clinical practice of dental hygiene. Maybe make a plan to be wearing a pair of loupes by the year’s end. Make a commitment to provide oral cancer screenings to your patients utilizing the latest oral cancer screening tools available. Why not consider increasing your daily goal by a few dollars, or actually setting a daily goal if you don’t currently work with one?

Remember the rules of goal setting. First of all, let people know what you are going to accomplish. Second, write out the following: state the precise goal; determine how you are going to accomplish this goal; set a date that the goal will be accomplished by. Following these simple rules will assist you in achieving the goal.

In the months of 2009, utilize the articles in Hygiene Tribune to help you in determining what goals you will set and achieve in 2009. Happy New Year!

Best Regards,

Angie Stone, RDH, BS
Editor in Chief

About the authors

Ellen Slattery, RDH, graduated with an ASDH from Indiana University-Purdue University at Fort Wayne in 1986. She worked in private practice for more than 20 years, and currently works as a marketing assistant for JW Specialties. She also stays active in dental hygiene, working as a contract hygienist in the Fort Wayne, Ind., area, and is a member of ADHA, IDHA, and Isaac Knapp DHA. She is a 2008 graduate of CareerFusion. Ellen is married and has two boys, Jonathan, 8, and Dylan, 5. You may e-mail her at ellem65@verizon.net.

Lynn Pencek, RDH, MS, is a senior regional manager for Orascoptic. Since 1993 she has published and presented on the topics of ergonomics, posture, vision and use of loupes for dental hygienists. Lynn is a regular presenter at RDH Under One Roof and serves on the corporate advisory board for Dimensions in Dental Hygiene. Lynn can be reached at lynn.pencek@sybronden tal.com.

LOUPES
From Page 1

looking through the optic area than higher magnification. Stronger telescopes zoom in to a narrow field and are difficult to work with independently.

Optic qualities

A good optic should have the following qualities: be lightweight, have a wide field of vision, have three-dimensional image qualities and a very sharp high-resolution image. Low end, less expensive loupes are narrow fields that show less than the full mouth, sometimes just a few teeth. Also, some loupes have no depth, which requires the operator to hold a static posture or dictates the operator’s posture.

Product considerations

It is true that consumers get what they pay for. Less expensive loupes may not be made out of high-quality materials. Good frames are made of titanium and carbon fiber. If the frame is plastic or aluminum, it may not pass the test of time and may not be repaired and/or replaced due to daily use.

Ask if the loupes are water sealed. Will it fog when being washed under running water? If a prescription is involved, ask to have it installed during manufacturing; the better quality loupes companies will install custom prescriptions if needed.

Inquire about the warranty. A good loupe company will have a lifetime warranty on the optic and an extended warranty on the frame.

Before buying

The purchase of a loupe is a long-term investment. It is important to buy a quality product that will stand up to daily use to prevent the need to repurchase in a short period of time. When purchasing loupes, inquire about the following items:

◗ What are the terms of the trial period?
◗ What happens if the loupe does not fit or perform as promised at the time of purchase?
◗ Is the company well established and is it readily available for follow up if needed?
◗ Is the company a start-up that only sells at the larger trade shows?
◗ Ask other clinicians about their experience when buying loupes and find out about the company’s customer service reputation.

Cost is often the main reason clinicians hold off on purchasing loupes. The more established loupe companies will offer extended payment plans, from three to 12 months to spread out the payments of the investment. Also, remember to save the receipt; this investment can be tax deductible!

Hygienists need to keep up with advances in the practice of dental hygiene. Wearing loupes is state of the art and allows the clinician to deliver services of the highest quality to patients while keeping themselves free of back, head and neck problems. How can a price be put on this? It is the responsibility of the buyer to make an informed decision. Do the necessary homework prior to making a purchase so the needs of patients and the clinician are met for the long haul.

Tell us what you think!

Do you have general comments or criticism you would like to share? Is there a particular topic you would like to see covered in Hygiene Tribune? Let us know by e-mailing feedback@dtamerica.com. We look forward to hearing from you!
Crosstex introduces the only lead-free/latex-free Steam Process Indicator Tape

Now safer for you and the world!

Crosstex leads the way with safer infection control products! Following AORN Latex Guidelines, and because latex may challenge workers or patients, the Steam Process Indicator Tape is now latex-free as well as lead-free, so it's biodegradable (the lead ink in other tapes is not bio-degradable). Crosstex Steam Process Indicator Tape is “greener,” thus safer, and instantly shows that inner contents have been processed while securing sterilization packs — perfect for use with Crosstex CSR Wraps!

Crosstex Ultra Sensitive No-Fog Masks with and without shields

By popular demand Crosstex introduces Ultra Sensitive No-Fog Masks — available with or without shields. Fluid-resistant outer layer with white, extra soft, hypoallergenic cellulose inner layer; void of all inks, dyes and chemicals, latex-free, will not lint, tear or shred. Ultra Sensitive Masks exceed ASTM* High Barrier performance specifications; recommended for procedures involving moist aerosols where fluid resistance is important. Filtration PFE = 99.75% @ 0.1 μm.

Crosstex Kaleidoscope Facemasks: A new world of colors!

Kaleidoscope Facemasks have a fluid resistant outer layer that is beautiful and colorful, but inside next to your skin is a white, extra soft, hypoallergenic cellulose inner layer devoid of all inks, dyes and chemicals. These masks will not lint, tear or shred, and they are designed specifically for people with sensitive skin. They meet ASTM* Primary (low) Barrier Protection Standards based on: fluid resistance, filtration value, breathability and flammability.

With the NEW Plak Smacker Perfect Touch Cherry Flavored Gloves.

Why use boring flavorless gloves when your patients can have the great taste of Cherry? A great new addition to the Plak Smacker line of flavored gloves - Perfect Touch Cherry gloves are available in powdered & powderfree.

Call today for a FREE SAMPLE and experience the great taste of cherry...we know you’re patients will love them.

Treat Your Patients to the Great Taste of Cherry!
This interactive DVD is written, directed, and narrated by Dr. Stanley Malamed, dentistry’s leading expert in the management of medical emergencies.

“You don’t get a chance to save a life you’ve lost. So get it right…the first time.”

- Contains 14 different situations that can and do arise in the dental office Including Cardiac Arrest, Seizure, Allergic Reaction and many others...

- Dr. Malamed breaks down these scenarios using high definition 3D animations and stunning dramatizations.

- Great for in-office training sessions or individual training.

- 7 Continuing dental education credits available.

ORDER YOUR MEDICAL EMERGENCY TRAINING DVD TODAY

Visit us during Chicago Midwinter Meeting, booths #116 and #1706.